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Abstract 
Within manufacturing organizations, the material flow is a promoted part of the supply chain 
to evaluate, since it often stands for a significant part of the costs. The evaluation refers to the 
analysis and optimization of the material flow that arise during manufacturing of products. It 
can focus on very different levels, such as the material flow in a region or within a company’s 
internal processes. However, the material flow is concerned with the transportations, operations 
and storages of materials. A well-organized material flow enables organizations to cutting costs 
and increase competitiveness, via increased effectiveness and efficiency of operating practices. 

Scania operates in the automotive industry and they are constantly striving to improve their 
supply chain in terms of productivity and lower costs, to meet the needs of the market and gain 
increased competitiveness. Today, Scania engine assembly in Södertälje has operations in two 
main buildings, approximately one km in-between. One building is the material warehouse, 
and the other building is the actual assembly. In the future, the two building will be joint 
together. Consequently, the project logistics department of Scania engine assembly has 
recognized a possibility to re-organize and improve the material flows. The upcoming merge 
between the two buildings enables a possibility to investigate how the current material flows 
could be more efficient, before they are applied in the future state.  

The purpose of this research is to investigate and improve a material flow, box flow, within an 
automotive environment. A box flow is concerned with smaller components that use plastic 
boxes as packaging material. The objective is to derive a more efficient process for the flow of 
supplying boxes to the assembly building. By efficiency, it is defined as shorter total lead time, 
higher capacity, lower time/cost per box delivered, and a maintained or improved ergonomics 
during manual handling operations within the box flow. 

To fulfil the purpose of this research interviews, observations and data collections have been 
used to gain an understanding of how the current situation is managed at Scania engine 
assembly. Conducted benchmarking and literature research have been used to gain an 
understanding of how other companies in the industry, as well as departments at Scania, are 
managing their box flows. The findings have been analysed, where the different flow of boxes 
have been compared with the theoretical frame of reference as well as against each other. 

The conclusions of the analysis are different key factors, for better logistics efficiency, when 
managing a box flow. These key factors are providing an increased theoretical understanding, 
when the aim is to make a material flow of boxes more efficient, in an assembly environment. 
In this research, they are utilized as guidelines, to derive a more efficient process for the flow 
of supplying boxes. That is, implementing the findings theoretically into a practical context.  

To derive a more efficient process, a Business Case have been conducted. Its outcome provides 
a concept of how the process of boxes should be organized. That is, how the different material 
handling operations and equipment should be utilized to achieve an overall increased 
efficiency. How the box flow should be organized are presented as recommendations, which 
works as guidelines and insights for Scania engine assembly. They are jointly fulfilling the 
purpose of this research, together with the other achieved research questions. 

 



   

Sammanfattning 
Inom tillverkningsorganisationer är materialflödet en prioriterad del av försörjningskedjan att 
utvärdera, eftersom den ofta står för en betydande del av kostnaderna. Utvärderingen avser 
analys och optimering av materialflödet som uppstår vid tillverkning av produkter. Den kan 
fokusera på många olika nivåer, som materialflödet i en region eller inom ett företags interna 
processer. Materialflödet berör emellertid transporten, operationerna och materiallager. Ett 
välorganiserat materialflöde gör det möjligt för organisationer att sänka kostnaderna och öka 
konkurrenskraften, genom ökad inre- och yttre effektivitet av utföranden inom företaget. 

Scania verkar inom bilindustrin och strävar ständigt efter att förbättra sin försörjningskedja när 
det gäller produktivitet och lägre kostnader, för att möta marknadens behov och öka 
konkurrenskraften. Idag har Scanias motormontering i Södertälje verksamheter i två 
huvudbyggnader, med ca en kilometer mellan varandra. Den ena byggnaden är materiallagret, 
och den andra byggnaden är den faktiska monteringen. I framtiden kommer de två byggnaderna 
att bli integrerade. Följaktligen har projektlogistikavdelningen vid Scanias motormontering 
bedömt en möjlighet att organisera och förbättra deras materialflöden. Den kommande 
integrationen mellan de två byggnaderna gör det möjligt att undersöka hur de aktuella 
materialflödena kan bli effektivare, innan de appliceras i det framtida tillståndet. 

Syftet med denna forskning är att undersöka och förbättra ett materialflöde, boxflöde, i en 
monteringsmiljö. Ett boxflöde behandlar mindre komponenter som använder plastlådor som 
förpackningsmaterial. Målet är att klarlägga en effektivare process för flödet av boxar till 
monteringsbyggnaden. Effektivitet definieras som ett flöde som har kortare total ledtid, högre 
kapacitet, lägre tid / kostnad per box levererad och en bibehållen eller förbättrad ergonomi 
under manuella hanteringar. 

För att uppfylla syftet med forskningen har olika typer av intervjuer, observationer och 
datasamlingar använts, för att skapa en djupare förståelse över den nuvarande situationen hos  
Scanias motormontering. Genomförd benchmarking och litteraturforskning har använts för att 
förstå hur andra företag inom branschen, även andra avdelningar på Scania, hanterar sina 
boxflöden. Den insamlade empirin har använts i en analys där de olika flödena av boxar har 
jämförts både med den teoretiska referensramen samt varandra.  

Konklusionerna från analysen är presenterade som nyckelfaktorer för att öka effektiviteten vid 
hantering av boxföden. Dessa nyckelfaktorer ger en ökad teoretisk förståelse, när syftet är att 
skapa ett effektivare materialflöde i form av boxar, i en monteringsmiljö. I denna forskning 
används nyckelfaktorerna som riktlinjer för att skapa en effektivare process för flödet av boxar. 
Det vill säga, att implementera nyckelfaktorerna teoretiskt i ett praktiskt sammanhang. 

För att ta fram en effektivare process har ett Business Case realiserats, som presenterar hur 
samtliga processer inom boxflödet borde organiseras på fallföretaget. Det vill säga, hur olika 
materialhanteringsoperationer och utrustningar borde användas för att uppnå en ökad 
effektivitet som helhet. Hur boxflödet ska organiseras presenteras som rekommendationer. 
Dessa bidrar med insikter och riktlinjer för hur Scanias motormontering borde organiseras, 
gällande deras interna materialflöde. Tillsammans med resterande forskningsfrågor uppfyller 
rekommendationerna syftet med forskningen.  

 



   

Dictionary 
The dictionary provides a clarification of several keywords. These are beneficial to understand 
throughout the following chapters. 

Name Explanation 

Consumption location Final destinations for boxes, i.e. material facades or picking platforms 

Picking Picking boxes at the logistics center and load them on racks 

Delivering Transporting the racks inside the engine assembly, drop off boxes to 

material facade or picking platform, and collect empty boxes 

Reordering Making a request for boxes at material facades or picking platforms 

Request label The number of boxes that have been reordered  

Loaded racks Racks filled with boxes 

Picking cycle The average time it takes for picking 

Delivering cycle The average time it takes for delivering 

Total cycle The total time it takes for picking and delivering 

Cover time The length of time that components will last without refill  

Box driver An employee driving a horizontal order picker 

Train  Several racks connected with a horizontal order picker 
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1 Introduction 

The following chapter starts with a background description introducing the problem regarding 
box flow management at Scania CV AB. Furthermore, a research objective is stated together 
with research questions in order to define the purpose for this study. It is followed by scope 
and delimitations which explain what part of the box flow that have been studied. The chapter 
closes with a disposition that briefly describes the following chapters of this research. 

1.1 Background 
A definition of supply chain is stated as “the systemic, strategic coordination of the traditional 
business functions and the tactics across these business functions within a particular company 
and across businesses within the supply chain, for the purposes of improving the long-term 
performance of the individual companies and the supply chain as a whole” (Mentzer et al., 
2002). The supply chain of an organization is often evaluated since it is perceived to be a source 
to both cost cuttings and increased competitiveness via improved effectiveness and efficiency 
of operating practises (Childerhouse & Towill, 2003). These practices could be evaluated on a 
holistic view, integrations between different parts of the supply chain as well as focusing on 
one part, such as the flow of materials. 

Within manufacturing organizations, the material flow is a promoted part of the supply chain 
to evaluate since it often stands for a significant part of the costs. The evaluation refers to the 
analysis and optimization of the material flow that arise during manufacturing of products. It 
can focus on very different levels, such as the material flow in a region or within a company’s 
internal processes (Wagner & Enzler, 2006). However, the material flow is concerned with the 
transportations, operations and storages of materials. A well-organized material flow enables 
organizations to increase productivity as well as lowering costs (Jonsson & Mattson, 2012). 

1.2 Problem Background 
Scania operates in the automotive industry and they are constantly striving to improve their 
supply chain in terms of productivity and lower costs, in order to meet the needs of the market 
and gain increased competitiveness. Scania Engine Assembly has noticed a possible area of 
improvement considering the internal material flow for the smaller components that use boxes 
as packaging material, the box flow. Today, Scania Engine Assembly has operations in two 
main buildings. One building is the material warehouse, further named logistics center, and the 
other building is the actual assembly. The two buildings are approximately one km apart and 
all material is therefore transported with trucks from the logistics center to the assembly 
building. 

The source to an identified area of improvement is throughout a big transformation, initiated 
quarter four, 2016.  This transformation is illustrated in Figure 1, where the change consists of: 
expanding the main assembly building and build a logistics center. The new expanded part of 
the assembly building and the logistics center will be joint together in the future state. This 
enables the material to be transported directly from storage to the assembly production, without 
a truck transporting the materials between the two buildings.  
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Figure 1: The transformation and its changes 

The current situation for managing their internal material flow of boxes is reaching a maximum 
capacity. In addition, there exist plans and blueprints of the integration for the future state, but 
no process of how to manage the box flow. Hence, Scania is recognizing a possibility to 
evaluate the current situation to derive a more efficient process for the box flow in terms of 
higher productivity, which can be adapted to the future state. 

1.3 Research Objective 
The main objective for this master thesis is related to the transformation project that Scania 
Engine Assembly is carrying out. It opens the possibility to investigate the efficiency of how 
the box flow currently is managed, and conclude its performance by comparing its efficiency 
with other alternatives. It involves an analysis between relevant theories and the current 
practices at Scania’s engine assembly environment. The findings, i.e. performances, will be 
compared with other methods to manage a box flow. To generate foundations of other potential 
methods, literature research as well as benchmarking amongst other departments within the 
same company will be conducted. The research objective is stated as follows: 

Research Objective: 

 “The aim of this research is to derive an efficient process for the flow of supplying boxes 
between storage to consumption location in an engine assembly environment” 

The expected benefits for the research is to: 

• Shorten lead time from storage to consumption location. 
• Higher capacity for the box flow, with current number of working positions. 
• Lower the delivery time per box and as a result also lower the cost/box delivered. 
• Maintained or improved ergonomics for picking and delivery of boxes. 

The expected deliveries of the research are to propose how the box flow should be organized 
to achieve the expected benefits listed above. It does also include calculations based on 
efficiency and capacity as well as proposals of what type of equipment is needed.   
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1.4 Research Questions 
The research objective has been divided into four research questions that cover different views 
of the objective. Answering all the research questions individually will bring sufficient 
knowledge about the research topic, and together they partially address the overall objective of 
the study. The four research questions are stated as follows: 

Q1: Which current methods are used to manage the box flow to consumption location?  

The question has its purpose to gain an understanding of the methods being used today in order 
manage a material flow in form of boxes. This question will be answered by performing a case 
study at Scania Engine Assembly and recording the current situation. By methods, we mean 
the different material handling operations and equipment being used. Consumption location is 
defined as the final destinations of boxes.  

Q2: Which methods can be used to manage a flow of boxes to consumption location? 

As opposed to the first question, this question has its purpose to seek answers to what other 
methods can be used to manage a flow of boxes in a more general perspective. This question 
will be answered by conducting benchmarking, collect data from other scientific researches as 
well as bibliographies on the subject. 

Q3: What are the perceived pros and cons with different methods, to manage a flow of 
boxes, in an engine assembly environment? 

The third question seeks to determine the different pros and cons about the methods identified 
in research question two. Here, the question will be answered by analyzing the methods against 
the current methods used at Scania Engine Assembly. In addition, concluded material handling 
equipment are separately evaluated and ranked, based on preferable criteria.  

Q4: How can these methods be utilized to generate an efficient flow of boxes, in an engine 
assembly environment? 

The final question has it purpose to deliver a business case of how a box flow should be 
organized, in an engine assembly environment. The business case includes calculations, based 
on utilizations of concluded methods, to achieve an overall increased efficiency. 

1.5 Scope and Delimitations 
The research intends to determine how the internal material flow of components efficiently can 
be managed in an automotive industry. The components included in this material flow are being 
managed by both pallets and boxes. However, to conduct an in-depth and qualitative research, 
not low volume but high and medium used components packaged in boxes will be considered. 
 
Furthermore, the transformation in the future state is outside the time interval of this research 
and hence the recommendations will be of a theoretical structure without any implementations. 
In addition, since the future state does not yet exist, the current situation at the studied company 
as well as the blueprints of the future state will be the foundation of our recommendations.  
 
Lastly, to keep this research to a suitable scope, delimitations have been set regarding what part 
of the material flow being studied. The research considers three processes of the box flow. The 
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picking process at logistics center, and the delivering as well as reordering process of boxes at 
assembly building, visualized in Figure 2. 

 
Figure 2: Delimitation of the area to be studied 

The scope will exclude a detailed examination of the picking and reordering process, and 
concentrate on the delivering process. The delivering process considers the work procedure 
and equipment to deliver boxes, and return empty boxes, for the engine assembly. The purpose 
of including the other two processes in a minor extent is to strengthen the recommendations. 
In order to realize an efficient flow of boxes, the other two processes have to be taken into 
consideration. Thus, if the recommendations support the new delivering process or not. 
 

1.6 Disposition  
This research has been conducted in a specific order and dates in order to aim for a structure 
and timeline that has the workload in consideration. The disposition is presented in Figure 3.  

 
Figure 3: Disposition presenting structure and timeline 

Methodology describes data collection methods that have been used to conduct this research. 
Theoretical frame of reference states theoretical aspects within areas that help answer the 
research questions and achieve the research objective. Company description describes the 
chosen company regarding organizational structure, underlying values and methods which 
constitute the foundation of the company. Current situation identifies features related to the 
currently used processes to manage the box flow within the chosen company, which partially 
answers RQ 1. Empirical Findings presents the findings from observation but also interviews 
with employees, which fully answer RQ 1 & RQ 2. Analysis describes the comparison between 
the current situation, empirical finding, and the theoretical framework. Conclusions presents 
the results of the analysis, which answer RQ 3. Business Case presents a concept based on the 
conclusions and consequently answers RQ 4. Recommendation states recommended guidelines 
based on the Business Case. Discussion answer if the research has been successful or not, 
considering how well the research objective have been fulfilled. 
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2 Methodology 

The following chapter presents the research methodology and data collection methods which 
have been used to conduct this research. Initially, the research methodology will be presented 
and discussed why they have been chosen. Next, the chapter is followed by a similar procedure 
regarding the chosen data collection methods. Lastly, the chapter addresses how validity and 
reliability are managed to ensure the quality of the research. 

2.1 Research Methods 
A summary of the chosen research methodology that have been applied in order to answer each 
research question is presented in Table 1 below. 

Table 1: Description of research areas and its applied methods 

Area Method 
Research Purpose Exploratory 
Research Approach  Deductive 
Research Strategy Case Study 

 

2.1.1 Research Purpose 
According to Saunders, Lewis and Thornhill (2016), a study can be categorised into three 
different research purposes i.e. exploratory, explanatory and descriptive. An exploratory study 
is done by asking questions and are useful to clarify an understanding of a problem. An 
explanatory research is done by studying a situation or a problem where casual relationships 
between variables are analysed and clarified. A descriptive research is used when describing 
something as a situation or a person.  

The purpose of this research is defined as exploratory since there is a need to find out what is 
happening at the current situation, to seek new insights for the future state, to ask questions and 
to assess a phenomenon in a new light. Literature reviews and interviews will also be a 
foundation for the research, which are commonly used methods when conducting an 
exploratory study.  

2.1.2 Research Approach 
There are two methods to reach a conclusion, i.e. deductive respective inductive approach. 
These two approaches are determined by how the theory is managed in the research. If the 
research starts with existing theories it is following a deductive approach. However, it is 
following an inductive approach if the research starts with data collection first in order to 
generate new theories.  

This research is framed within the deductive approach since the research starts with existing 
theories that are applied in to real life situations in order to analyze the collected data that then 
is being evaluated. 
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2.1.3 Research Strategy 
A case study has been used in this research since it is a suitable strategy when the aim is to gain 
a rich understanding of a context in a real-life situation. The research is investigating methods 
to manage material flow by the use of boxes in a real-life context, which makes this strategy 
the best alternative for this research. In addition, the formulated research questions are 
involving what/which, hence a case study was chosen since it is suitable in order to generate 
answers to those type of research questions. 

2.2 Data Methods 
Table 2 below presents a summary of the chosen data collection methods that have been 
applied in order to answer each research question.  

Table 2: Description of data collection areas and its applied methods 

Area Method 
Data Collection Primary & Secondary 

Qualitative & Quantitative 
Data Analysis  Benchmarking 

 
2.2.1 Data Collection 
This research is based on both primary and secondary data since some data has been collected 
specifically for this research and some data has been collected earlier by someone else. 
Regarding primary information, participant observations have been conducted in the research’s 
early stage. The advantage of this method is the learning through a directly involvement of the 
situation being studied. These aspects were necessary to collect and generate a fundamental 
understanding of the different processes within the material flow’s delimitations. The 
participant observations were done at the studied company. In addition, primary data have also 
been collected through both semi-structured and structured interviews, since the questions are 
done before the interview but allows supplementary questions. The respondents have been 
chosen based of their expertise in the concerned subjects and the interviews were conducted at 
the company’s facility.  

The collected secondary data have been gathered for the introduction and theoretical frame of 
reference in order to create a solid foundation for the research’s analysis and conclusions. This 
information has been collected through the company’s intranet, articles, and books related to 
the topic. Secondary data, collected from the company’s intranet, has also been a foundation to 
conduct the chapter company description.  

Despite the data considered as primary or secondary, it can be further divided into two other 
categories, namely qualitative and quantitative. Data consisting of non-numeric information 
such as words or images from e.g. interviews and observation are classified as qualitative data. 
As opposed to qualitative, collected data consisting of harder information such as numerical or 
statistics from e.g. questionnaires and surveys are classified as quantitative data. 

The qualitative data containing non-numeric information is gathered from primary data e.g. 
interviews, observations and through secondary data e.g. scientific article and books. Opposite 
is the quantitative numerical data gathered through primary data e.g. observations and 
electronical interviews. Electronical interviews have been held during one benchmarking, 
Zwolle, considering the geographical differences.  
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2.2.2 Data Analysis 
To produce a deeper analysis, benchmarking has been used as a supplement to collect the 
needed insights. Benchmarking is a method where the aim is to compare a specific area or 
process of the company with one or several other businesses in order to identify pros and cons. 
Internal benchmarking have been used in this research in order to investigate operations and is 
one of the simplest forms since the commonness of similar functions within a company’s 
different business units. It aims to determine the internal performance standards between the 
business units (Elmuti & Kathawala, 1997). 

As mentioned above, internal benchmarking has been used in this research to enable a 
comparison of how other departments within the studied company are managing their material 
flow in form of boxes. The goal has been to supplement the analysis with data and to enhance 
the understanding of how the current method at the studied company are performing, which 
generates valuable insights for the future state. 

2.3 Validity and Reliability 
It is important during a research to make sure to avoid the risk of getting inaccurate answers or 
information. There are two aspects i.e. validity and reliability that will define the creditability 
of this research. The validity refers to that the information from the collected data is 
trustworthy, meaning if the data collected are really what it appears to be about. Reliability is 
instead referring to if the chosen data and analysis will provide the research with consistent 
findings (Saunders, Lewis, & Thornhill, 2016).  

Threats for validity that can occur during the research is e.g. historical and testing. The 
historical validity refers to the time of when the research is being made, meaning that result or 
answer can be changed with time. The testing validity refers to variations that can occur when 
an employer changes their way of work from one time to another in order to affect the outcome.  

To secure the historical validity is this research based on collected data that are collected 
through different months from today and back. The collected data is at most one year old to 
ensure a reliable result since change of data may occur otherwise. To ensure the testing validity 
are several measures made for the specific data to secure that the outcome is trustworthy. 

There are also threats that can occur during the research regarding reliability and one is subject 
or participant error. Employees can be affected by external factors during the research which 
can change their natural way of acting during questionnaires. It is also important that there is 
no participant or observing bias. The research can also be treated by observation error, meaning 
that observers may ask the same questions in different ways which may give different answers. 

In this research is multiple source used in order to removes the threats of bias. This means that 
several careful selected respondents for interviews are selected. Furthermore, the interviews 
are standardized and formulated to be non-leading questions in order to reduce both observation 
error and leading questions, which secure the reliability. Moreover, the collection of data 
through observation is done by observing the process before any interaction and discussion 
with the employee in order to ensure that the observation does not affect the work.  
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3 Theoretical Frame of Reference 

This chapter aims to present the theoretical fields that will help answer the research questions 
and achieve the research objective. Firstly, it presents valuable tools and insights to analyze a 
material flow. Next, equipment for material handling are presented.  

Keywords: Material management, Ergonomics, Value stream mapping, Material handling 
systems, Material flow 

3.1 Value Stream Mapping 
A qualitative lean tool, called value stream mapping, is used with a purpose to gain an 
understanding of the value flow to improve the current state and eliminate waste, non-value 
added activities. However, the value stream mapping creates a visual “map” of the material- 
and informational flow that occurs through the production system (Bellgran & Säfsten, 2012). 
The aim of this tool is also to get an overview of the whole production system with focus on 
efficiency of the flow. Thus, it has a broader scope and includes more information than a typical 
process map or flowchart, which are commonly used tools with Six Sigma process 
improvement efforts (Krajewski, Ritzman, & Malhotra, 2013). There are two different levels 
while creating a value stream analysis within a business. Flow level and supply chain level. 
Flow level is concerned with the internal flow, and the supply chain level is concerned with 
the external flow. The flow level is focusing on all the internally transportations and processes 
within the chosen are to study. The supply chain focuses on the flow from supplier to factory, 
and the flow to end customer (Petterson, Johansson, Broman, Blücher, & Alsterman, 2009). 

It is necessary to decide and get an understanding of the detail level that the map should have, 
before the creation begins. This should be done to know the detail level of the information that 
must be gathered within the processes, which will benefit for the upcoming steps. Once it has 
been decided, there are several steps that can be categorized when creating a value stream map, 
that is presented in Figure 4. 

 
Figure 4: Process of creating a value stream map. 

Adapted from Bellgran and Säfsten (2012) 
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A product family is a group of products that most often are going through the same processes 
and equipment within the factory. The next step is to draw the current situation of the chosen 
product family, within the chosen area to study. The map is built on four components: 

• Customer 
• Processes, process data and inventory 
• Material flow and if it is a system of pull or push 
• Information flow  

Firstly, it is significant to have knowledge of what is important for the costumer while creating 
a value stream map. Regarding all processes, specific data are collected depending on the 
desired outcome of the analysis. Examples of process data are cycle time (C/T), number of 
operators, availiable work time, and changeover time (C/O). In addition to process data, the 
processing time throughout the flow have to be determined, which is the value added time. The 
subsequent step is to determine the leadtime through the flow, which is the non-value added 
time (Bellgran & Säfsten, 2012). An illustration over the current situation by the help of a value 
stream map is shown in Figure 5. 

 
Figure 5: Illustration of a value stream mapping. 

Adapted from Krajewski, Ritzman and Malhotra (2013) 

The value stream map visualizes a current situation of a company. The level is a mix between 
flow and supply chain level and consists of transportations, inventories, operations, and how 
the material as well as information flows internally and externally. 

The second step is to start analyzing. It should be built on the lean principles and the current 
situation, to create a future situation where the flow is more efficient and where the waste is 
reduced or eliminated (Petterson et al., 2009).  
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3.2 Material Flow 
A coordinated function that is responsible for controlling the material flow within an 
organization is called material management. There are two approaches to look at the material 
management. The first refers to maximize the usage of the recourses at the company and the 
second deals with the importance of providing the level of service that is needed (Arnald, 
Chapman, & Lloyd, 2012). 

Material management is about physical management, movements, storage, and packaging of 
material within a logistical system, material flow or production process. The purpose with 
different material management functions is to create a physical location advantage. The overall 
material flow stands for a significant part of the costs in most of the manufacturing 
organizations and companies. To minimize the costs of material management is it important to 
implement continuously improvements within the logistical system or material flow. A well-
developed material management system can contribute to several positive effects, including 
increased management capacity and more efficient material flow with fewer bottlenecks (TFK, 
2002). 

It is necessary to have a link between the functions within an organization to have a high flow 
quality within a production. According to the flow oriented approach, this can only be achieved 
through processes that is fully integrated along the material flow. The lead time has a significant 
impact on the efficiency and the material flow within the production. It is therefore an 
advantage to avoid waiting time for products in order reduce queues in front of operations 
(TFK, 2002). 

A material flow chart is often used to analyze the material flow. This tool makes the flow of 
materials easy to follow. The material flow chart is an illustration of how the material is being 
processed and transported through different activities and operations. It is significant to know 
which activities and operations that the material is going through and therefore is it important 
to study the processes before the chart is being created. The chart is illustrated with symbols to 
indicate different operations, transportations, controls, and buffers. It is also common that 
arrows are used to show how the sequence between different activities (Bellgran & Säfsten, 
2012). 

3.3 Ergonomics 
Ergonomics is defined as "The scientific discipline concerned with the understanding of 
interactions among humans and other elements of a system, and the profession that applies 
theory, principles, data and methods to design in order to optimize human wellbeing and 
overall systems performance" (IEA, 2017). In the scientific literature, there is a lot of 
information about how human performance is affected by the ergonomic design of work and 
in the workplace. However, there is also a business perspective connected to an ergonomic 
workspace. Knowledge primarily concerned to this perspective is usually not noticed as much 
in the scientific research. This is, how ergonomics affects the business in terms of quality, 
productivity and disturbance. However, several authors have concluded an intersection 
between the ergonomics, quality and productivity. The intersection is illustrated in Figure 6.  
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Axelsson (2000) concluded that numbers of defects in quality within an assembling department 
was 10 times higher for workers which had worst egonomics conditions, compared to those 
who had the best working positions. Another research conducted by Falck (2009) showed 
through a cost/benefit analysis at Volvo a 3.0 to 3.7 times higher risk of quality problems in 
poor ergonomic work. In addition, the cost of correcting errors were 8.2 to 8.7 times higher for 
high-load operations, compared to other modules. Thus, there are significant economic benefits 
to prevent problems caused by ergonomic failures.  

3.3.1 Guidelines for an Ergonomic Workspace   
Kroemer and Grandjean (2009) have summarized a description of the difference between 
dynamic and static forms of work. Static efforts are characterized as a persistent state of 
contraction of the muscles. Dynamic efforts are characterized by an alternation of tension and 
relaxation, which makes the muscle lengths change continuously. The aim is to create a 
working environment where dynamic situations are dominant, since static forms of work 
generates lesser fresh blood and sugar as well as oxygen to the muscles. Hence, higher amount 
energy is consumed and raised heart rate which leads to a need for longer periods to rest. 

Furthermore, Kroemer and Grandjean (2009) have also conducted seven practical guidelines, 
which concist of the most important principles for an ergonomic environment. 

(1) Avoid any kind of bent or unnatural posture. A guideline is to work between the 
distance of the knees and shoulders. Bending the trunk or the head sideways is worse 
than bending the body forwards. 

(2) Avoid keeping an arm outstretched either forwards or sideways. This guideline is 
related to the static forms of work which leads to rapid fatigues as well as reduced 
preccision, and general level of skills where the hand and arms are being used.  

(3) Work sitting down as much as possible. It is recommended to enable the options to shift 
between sitting and standing during an operation. 

(4) Arm movements should be either in opposition to each other or otherwise symmetrical. 
The arms should also be kept close to the body and the guideline underlines the 
importance of trying to use both hands simultaneously. 

(5) The working area should be located so that it is at the best distance from the eyes of the 
operator. The best position for both strength and skill in the hands is to have them 25-
50 cm from the eyes.   

(6) Hand grips, operating levers, tools and materials should be arranged in such a way 
that the most frequent movements are carried out with the elbows bent and near to the 
body. When reaching for e.g. an equipment or delivering a box, the entire body as well 
as the head should rotate ergonomic naturally. 

Figure 6: The relationship between ergonomics, quality and productivity 

Ergonomics

ProductivityQuality
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(7) Manipulation can be made easier by using supports under the elbows, forearms or 
hands. For example, the forearms and elbows can be supported by adjustable, padded 
rests. These do also support the legs in an ergonomic way.  

3.4 Resource Utilization 
Resource utilization describes the degree to what an organization uses the resources available 
and illustrate if the resources are used properly. Moreover, Lumsden (2012) describes resource 
utilization as the ratio between the resources that are being used and the total available 
resources. 

It is, According to Lumsden (2012), important that all flows should be adapted to each other to 
create a high resource utilization. A common problem that can occur is that the carrier is not 
always fully adapted to the goods that is needed throughout the process. It is easy to only be 
focusing on the flow of goods instead of making sure that the entire flow of resources is tailored 
for the needs. This creates an imbalance in the flow and which leads to low resource utilization. 
Addition to this has Lumsden (2012) also listed a number of other factors that can lead to 
imbalance in the flow. These factors are: 

Structural imbalances 
This refers to an imbalance in the flow of resources as the demand for the transport is not equal 
in both directions. 

Operational imbalances 
This means that different stakeholders are not adapted to each other within the flow. For 
example, point A need delivery / unloading morning while point B is not available until the 
afternoon. This leads to the load carriers are forced to go not loaded some routes. 

Technical imbalances 
Low resource utilization is created because of the misaligned load carriers. If the load carriers 
are not adapted for managing different types of cargos, does it mean that several different types 
of load carriers are needed. 

Chain imbalances 
This imbalance occurs when one truck has several stops along the way and at every stop unload 
some of the cargo. This means that the truck may be poor resource utilization for each time it 
is unloaded. 

Safety imbalances 
If there is a large variation within a production in demand for products, will many people 
choose to secure the goods and minimize the transportation. This is done to avoid saying no to 
customers during the period when the demand is high. However, this leads to lower resource 
utilization during the times demand is low and thereby will the production excess the capacity 
(Lumsden, 2012). 

From an operational perspective, resource utilization of the transport system is mostly about 
how individual resources are used. Resource utilization is thus directly related to the operation, 
i.e. filling of the cargo carriers. To measure the filling degree of the cargo carriers seems to be 
a process that is straightforward. The problem of measuring the loading factor is that there are 
several different measures for this purpose and that they mean different things depending on 
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what is being measured, and who measures. McKinnon and Campbell (1997), and Samuelsson 
and Tilanus (1997) have emphasized two factors to consider when measuring filling degree, 
presented in Table 3.  

Table 3: Factors used to measure the filling degree of a cargo carrier 

Weight-based fill rate Ratio between the actual weight and the maximum weight that 
could be loaded on a transport. 

Volume based fill rate Percentage of total volume occupied by the cargo. 

To manage goods efficiently, it is required that the goods can be consolidated with other goods, 
in order to achieve a high filling degree. Woxenius (2007) is further emphasizing additional 
factors that are of great important, to efficiently consolidate freights, presented in Table 4.  
 
Table 4: Factors for consolidate freight 

Cargo size The size of the cargo has an impact of how much resources 
that is needed for increased fill rate. 

Transportation distance Goods and resource flows are not optimal since they are not 
adapted to each other. 

Demand for 
transportation lead time 

Vehicles that are not technical adapted to different types of 
goods. 

As closer it is to full capacity, the less resources should be on consolidation, as this increases 
the risk of delays and damage to the goods. For shorter distances, consolidate goods is not 
always to prefer depending on the relationship between the processing time and transportation 
time. Shorter lead times will often lead to less room for further processing to provide the level 
of service required. Therefore, must also a lower degree of filling rate be accepted at times 
when the lead time for consolidation, i.e. handling time, is too long. 
 
3.5 Material Handling Equipment 
Efficient material handling plays a significant role regarding manufacturing and distributing 
operations in order to turn a final product into profit, since it can account for 30-75 percent of 
an item’s total production cost (Kulak, 2005). According to Gamberi, Manzini, and Regatteri  
(2009),  material handling accounts for 25 percent of employees, 55 percent of all factory space, 
and 87 percent of the production time in a typical manufacutring company. 

The main factor attributing to material handling costs are wasted time, hence a company should 
always address ways to reduce this idle time (Sims, 1991). Another significant factor associated 
with material handling is labor costs. Regarding the transportation of materials, it is necessary 
but it does not give any direct value to the finished product. Further, there is an increasing trend 
to reduce number of forklifts in companies’ environment. The use of forklifts in industries are 
associated with numerous risks and injuries. Rechnitzer and Larsson (1992) concluded in their 
study that "Pedestrian-hit-by-forklift truck" make up 45percent of injuries.  

Transportation and delivering techniques are equipments that have improved greatly the past 
years. Thus, these developments opens up the possibilites for companies to make their material 
handling more efficient. In the following subsections, different types of equipments for 
transportation and delivering within modern industries are presented. They have been chosen 
based on a broader reasearch of efficient material handling systems, suited for the scope.  
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3.5.1 Linde Bridge-Frame LT-B 
The Linde Bridge-Frame LT-B, Figure 7, is a trailer that can be used while transporting pallets 
and other goods. By connecting these trailers with each other, a logistic train can be created, 
with a maximum capacity of four trailers (Linde Material Handling, 2017). 

 

 
Figure 7: Linde Bridge-Frame LT-B. 

Adapted from Linde Material Handling (2017) 

The trailer is also flexible regarding the loads dimensions, since it is easy to change the position 
and hight of the two side forks. In addition, center of the trailer has a moveable bar that can be 
changed easily to adapt to different dimensions of the goods. The two side forks can lift up the 
goods, up to 2 ton, from the ground with help of an electrical lifting function. This creates good 
ergonomic for the operator. It is safe to transport goods with this trailer since the design of 
chassi and the good handling capacity. The trailer has an optional 4-wheel/2-wheel steering 
and the trailer makes it possible to roll-in and out racks from both sides. The frame has a walk-
trough height which offers a space saving and this is especially for narrow driveways. 

3.5.2 Linde Universal C-Frame LT 
The Linde Universal C-Frame LT, Figure 8, can be connected with up to four trailer that 
together creates a train with loaded goods. This trailer has several different dimensions and a 
maximum of four trailers can be connected together. The forks are removeable and more can 
be added on the trailer. The Trailer is desgined to safely transport goods as well as providing 
high goods handling capacity (Linde Material Handling, 2017).  

 

 
Figure 8: Illustration of Linde Universal C-Frame LT. 

Adapted from Linde Material Handling (2017) 
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The trailer has an optional 4-wheel steering and the design of the trailer chassi is making good 
maneuverability and high directional stability. Goods can be lifted up by the trailer, up to 2 ton, 
by an electrical lifting function. The lift creates good ergonomics for the operator. The 
axle/load-frame/axle design with its free open area easily adapts to various requirements.  

3.5.3 Helge Nyberg Custom Solutions 
A possibility is to modify existing transportation equipment for different purposes, without 
external support. Helge Nyberg provides the possibility to modify regular racks, illustrated in 
Figure 9, that can transport boxes and goods (Helge-Nyberg, 2017).  

 
Figure 9: Illustration of Helge Nyberg custom solution. 

Adapted from Helge-Nyberg (2017) 

They can be used both manually and in a combination with vehicles, since wheels have been 
mounted. Connectors between each rack enables a solution, where several racks are attached 
to each other as a train, when attached to a vehicle. The rack can also be modified to increase 
the ergonomic aspect by tailoring the rack for the situation, purpose, and operator.  

3.5.4 Automatic Guided Vehicles 
Automatic Guided Vehicles, AGVs, are vehicles that is both battery-powered and driver-less 
with programming capabilities for destination, path selection, and positioning (Schulze, 
Behling, & Buhrs, 2008).There are incentives to why implementations of AGVs are rapidly 
increasing. Bechtsis, Tsolakis, Vlachos, and Lakovou (2017) have investigated and 
summarized various researches within AGV systems in supply chain management. These 
findings have been categorized in three different dimensions – Social, Economic, and 
Environmental. The distributions between the benefits are presented in Figure 10. 

 

 
Figure 10: Distribution between AVGs' benefits 

Adapted from Bechtsis et al. (2017) 
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The economic benefits for AGVs stands for approximately 49 percent of the existing studies. 
They come with great economic potential since the maintenance expenditure is lower compared 
to conventional vehicles. Their guidance system is also changed easily at a low cost, compared 
to modifying fixed-path equipment such as conveyors (Schulze et al., 2008). In addition, they 
have the possibility to function with minimum labor cost and human intervention. The lesser 
human intervention results in a lower operating cost and risk of human errors, which in return 
increases the efficiency and reliability of a material handling system. However, the cost savings 
also derive from the social benefits, 21percent. The social benefits are associated improved 
safety in the work environment. AGVs generates lesser accidents with other vehicles or 
operators, as for example manual forklift, that is considered among the most frequent cause of 
accidents. Regarding the environmental dimension, that stands for approximately 30 percent, 
mainly refers to AGVs minimization of empty travel distances as well as reducing atmospheric 
emissions of gases such as CO2 and NO2.   

There are various types of AVGs, for different purposes. One type of AGV is towing vehicles. 
These are designed to tow one to several subjects behind it, i.e. larger volumes, and suited for 
longer moving distances, 300 m or more (Schulze et al., 2008). However, there are possibilities 
to combine AVGs to be both fully automatic and manual handled when ad-hoc tasks are 
required. Linde P30 Towing AGV provides an efficient driverless vehicle, but also for manual 
operations when needed.  

 
Figure 11: Linde P30 Towing AGV 

Adapted from Roboticautomation (2017) 

It is a cost-efficient vehicle, since its model is mass-produced and has lower prices of spare 
parts as well. It can load up to 5,000 kg, has small width in narrows aisles, laser scanners for 
obstacles detections, has a battery for long working shifts, short start-up times, and user friendly 
(Roboticautomation, 2017). 
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4 Company Description 

This chapter provides a company description as well as a description of Scania Production 
System to inform about underlying values and methods which constitute the foundation as well 
as direction of Scania.  

4.1 Scania CV AB 
Scania Engine Assembly is part of Scania Commercial Vehicle Aktiebolag, Scania CV AB, 
which is a manufacturer within an automotive industry. Scania CV AB was founded in 1891 
and produces today around 80 000 trucks and buses per year. Their vision is to provide the best 
life-cycle profit for their customers by delivering optimized heavy trucks and buses, engines 
and services, and thereby be a leading company in their industry. Scania CV AB is today an 
international company with 44 400 employees and operates in hundreds of different countries 
around the globe, with their headquarters located in Södertälje (Scania Inline, 2017). 

The engines for the various vehicles are assembled by Scania Engine Assembly, DE, which 
operates together with DM, DT, DX, and DL within Powertrain Production, D. How the 
Powertrain Production are structured with the logistic departments is shown in Figure 12. 
Scania Engine Assembly is also where the engines are being tested and painted for trucks, 
buses, and industrial & marine applications. The engine assembling is in addition to Södertälje 
also located in Sao Paolo, Brazil. These two plants are together manufacturing all the engines 
and supplied to the chassis units in order to generate a whole truck or bus. Engines for industrial 
& marine applications are supplied directly to the end customer (Scania Inline, 2017). 

 
Figure 12: Powertrain Production structure with its logistic departments for engines 

The logistical department of DE is called DEL, which is a division with responsibility for 
different activities regarding the planning, material procurement, production technologies and 
all material management concerned with the engine assembly. The planning includes setting 
starting points for engines and coordinate the deliveries of engines as well as the internal and 
external transports. The department is also responsible to introduce effective logistical flow 
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through other departments of DE, develop and update descriptions of methods as well as 
instructions for DE´s logistical functions.  

The project logistics department, DELX, is the research’s client and they are responsible for 
different projects within the area of logistics, improvements of material flow as well as 
ergonomics. Right now, the DELX department consists of five employees that together works 
on the same project, the layout transformation presented in the background.  

4.2 Scania Production System 
Scania has developed their own production system, inspired by Toyota, called Scania 
Production System, SPS. According to SPS Group Manager at Scania is the production system 
defined by The Scania House, showed in Figure 13. This model stands on three core values; 
Customer first, Respect for the individual, and Elimination of waste. These three core values 
are guide lines for how the employees at Scania should handle their daily work, for example, 
make decisions that fits the customer, be able to do the best of every situation, and exclude 
non-value added work (Scania Inline, 2017).  

There are four principles within SPS that will guide the employees to make decisions towards 
a stable and reliable production systems. The first principle is Normal situation –Standardised 
working method, which means that Scania wants to create a normal situation that makes it easy 
to discover deviations. The second principle Right from me, means it should be easy for the 
employees to make it right, which eliminates leaving deviations on to the customers. The third 
principle is Consumption controlled production, this principle means there will not be any 
production before the customer have signalled a need i.e. demand. The last principle is 
Continuous improvement, which means that all workers should challenge and improve the 
normal situation, by working with deviations proactively. 

The SHE-standard, Safety Healthy Environment, is a standard and has the highest priority of 
the SPS. This standard is conducted by Scania in order to achieve a healthy and good 
environment for all employees at Scania. With this standard will the employees’ wellbeing 
result in high attendance, improved quality, productivity, and probability. Safety aims to 
achieving efficient, reliable, safe and ergonomic use of machines, work and lifting equipment. 
Healthy strives for an awareness for instance stress & ergonomics to create a healthy work 
atmosphere. Environment aims to provide a good and healthy work environment with high 
safety for the employees both in the existing workplaces and in the design of new ones. 

 
Figure 13: Scania Production System - The Scania House. 

Adapted from Scania Inline (2017) 
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Furthermore, Scania has applied “7+1 wastes” that is based on the philosophy of Lean. The 
purpose with this concept is to find and eliminate wastes which are all activities that are non-
value added. The “7+1 wastes” are described below. 

Motion  
Unnecessary movements appears often at workplaces. It can, for example, be when someone 
is searching for a tool that should be kept in an appropriate place. Movement of people or 
machines that does not add any value to the product or the work environment is a waste. 

Waiting 
Waiting refers to the time it takes when material or information is missing, hence causing a 
waste. It can also be when a machine is preoccupied with too much workload or standing still 
since a clear and an understandable assignment is lacking. The risk that occurs when material 
is waiting can during time be either damaged or destroyed. Energy will also be fully used even 
when the production is on hold which is non-value added. 

Over-production 
To produce more than what the customer wants is a waste defined as over-production. This 
occurs when someone produce material no one needs which leads to a production that has 
higher costs, e.g. larger storage space and increased capital. Over-production is commonly also 
the cause of many of the other forms of waste. 

Over-processing 
This waste appears during work that are unnecessary and when products are being overworked 
with details. Unnecessary work or spending too much time on details are both sources of 
resources being consumed where there is no demand. Thus, energy will be spent and 
commitments without a necessary value for the demand. 

Inventory 
Inventories and buffers that are too big will hide the problems that occurs upstream. This can 
generate a false sense of security. In addition, inventory and buffers also require space, 
equipment and staff. All of this will increase the lead time as well as the chance of materials 
are becoming too old or having quality problems. 

Transport and Handling 
Occasionally when goods or materials are being transported, detours may occur which applies 
to both in and outside of the company. Unnecessary transportations create no value in a 
production. It can be anything from moving or picking different tools to transport pallets from 
storage to the work area. 

Defects 
Waste that occur due to defects will cause customers complains and this can lead to additional 
personnel, more machine time, poor work environment, overtime and missed deadlines. This 
will increase unnecessary work and consume additional energy and time to follow-up and 
repair/rework, which have non-value. 

Underutilized Human Potential 
Both when ideas are not taken to advantage of or when there is knowledge that are not being 
used prevents underutilized human potential creates wastes. There is a need to ensure that 
everyone's skills and experience are being used in the best way. 
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5 Current Situation 

This chapter clarifies features related to the currently used processes to manage the box flow. 
Furthermore, the current situation at the Logistics Center as well as Scania Engine Assembly 
is stated, which is described in a holistic view. Lastly, an in-depth explanation of the current 
processes to manage the material flow is conducted as well as a value stream map that visualize 
the processes concerning the material flow. 

5.1 Delivering Features at Scania Engine Assembly 
There are several items and equipment that are used at Scania Engine Assembly while handling 
the box flow. The items and equipment are used for different purposes and together creates a 
system for their box flow.  

5.1.1 Boxes 
Some of Scania’s material flow is managed by plastic boxes and these are used for smaller 
components. Since some years ago, their previous box system is incrementally being replaced 
by a new one. Their previous box system consisted of green boxes – one regular and one larger 
size. The new box system that is being implemented consists of four different blue boxes, small, 
medium, large and one additional larger size that can be foldable. What size to be used is based 
on the article’s volume and weight. The average ratio between the different boxes are presented 
in Appendix 1, where 35 percent are small boxes, 28 percent medium, and 17 percent larger. 
However, each box has a maximum weight of 10 kg, despite its size and if it is a blue or green 
box. The reason for the weight limit has its origin in an ergonomic workspace, since the boxes 
are managed manually by the employees. An illustration of a box filled with components and 
the different box sizes is shown in Figure 14.  

 Boxes 

  
Figure 14: Illustration of a box filled with components and the different box sizes, adapted from Scania Inline (2017) 

5.1.2 Racks 
Scania uses racks to transport boxes. These racks consist of four levels with a maximum of 16 
boxes in total. The limit is based on how many of the larger boxes that can be loaded on one 
rack. Hence, a request label, i.e. the number of boxes that have been reordered, can never be 
larger than 16 boxes. A rack is approximately 140 cm height, 115 cm depth, 100 cm width, and 
weights 300 kg. A rack has a capacity to hold up to 600 kg, 150 kg per level. Through an 
ergonomic perspective, they are designed to be manually loaded and unloaded with boxes by 
the employees. Figure 15 visualizes an empty rack from different angels. 
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Racks 

  
Figure 15: Illustration of racks, adapted from Shelving Inc. (2017) 

5.1.3 Delivering Points 
There are several, different, delivering points concerned with the internal material flow. These 
points are frequently being mentioned in the research since they all play a significant part to 
manage the box flow. The different delivering points are material facades, picking platforms 
and rack platform.  

5.1.3.1 Material Facades 
Material Facades are one of two consumption locations inside the assembly building, located 
along the assembly lines, as shown in Figure 16. They have the same structure as racks and 
contain boxes with components needed for the operators along the lines. They are placed 
convenient and close to the operators, which provides a short distance for them to grab new 
components without interfering with the assembling procedure. The minimum cover time for 
boxes is 2,5 hours. Hence, new boxes must be delivered before this time to avoid stock-out.  

 
Figure 16: Illustration of a material facade between the assembly line and an employee delivering boxes 

5.1.3.2 Picking Platforms 
Picking Platforms are the second consumptions location inside the assembly building, shown 
in Figure 17. As opposed to material facades, picking platforms are placed further away from 
the assembly lines. These platforms are used to balance the load factor, where the components 
in the boxes are used by other employees for sequencing and repackaging into kits. Other 
reasons to store boxes at picking platforms are limited space at the material facades, an aim to 
keep article families together, and ergonomics aspects.  
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Figure 17: Illustration of a picking platform together with an employee delivering boxes  

5.1.3.3 Rack Platform 
Today, there is one rack platform inside the assembly building. It is a location where racks are 
waiting to be transported to either material facades or picking platforms, shown in Figure 18 
below. The rack platform is also the location where empty racks are being placed, when all 
boxes have been delivered. Its function could be categorized as a distribution zone where both 
loaded racks with boxes as well as empty racks are placed.  

 
Figure 18: Illustration of the Rack Platform 

5.1.4 Flags  
A flag is a communication tool that always are attached to a rack, shown in Figure 19. The flag 
indicates its customer, i.e. a specific picking platform or material facade at the assembly line. 
There will be a capital, for example Sydney, London or Aten, stated on the flag that distinguish 
them from each other. All flags also belong to a specific time series. A time series is a list of 
the total racks that must be loaded within a time interval. A flag named as Last Rack indicates 
it is the last rack in a time series that must be handled before a new time series starts. 

Flags 

  
Figure 19: Flags and illustration of a flag attached to a rack 

5.1.5 Reordering System 
If a box must be reordered, a Post-it with a specific color is placed below the box’s location in 
a material façade or picking platform, shown in Figure 20. The Post-it indicates that a reorder 
has been done and the color indicates on what time of the day it has been reordered. 
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 Post-it  

 

 

 

Figure 20: Post-it attached to a material facade and its different colors 

5.1.6 Box Transportation Techniques  
There are often different vehicles for different purposes in an engine assembly environment. 
Scania uses three types of vehicles regarding the box flow. These are Order picker, Horizontal 
order picker, and Forklift. Each vehicle is firstly described and lastly illustrated, in Figure 20. 

Order picker Horizontal order picker Forklift 

   
Figure 21: Illustration of Order picker, Horizontal order picker and Forklift. Adapted from Linde Material Handling (2017) 

5.1.6.1 Order picker 
An order picker is designed to manage narrow areas. This vehicle is most often used to reach 
materials that are stored on shelfs, both on the ground and on higher levels. The order picker 
differs from other trucks by bringing the user to higher levels than just the truck itself. Scania 
is using order pickers in the picking process.  

5.1.6.2 Horizontal Order Picker  
The horizontal order picker is used for transporting goods on ground level with easy access to 
pick or deliver items. The vehicle is used to transport for longer distance, for example, along 
an assembly line. A horizontal order picker is also fast and easy to use because of its small size. 
The vehicle does also have an adjustable deck to support ergonomics lifts. Scania uses 
horizontal order pickers in the delivering process. 

5.1.6.3 Forklift 
A forklift is a vehicle that are used within areas such as loading and unloading, for example at 
warehouses or goods receptions. The vehicle is normally equipped with a fork-lift device to lift 
racks from one place to another, normally outside. A forklift is most often used while moving 
materials for short distances. Scania is using forklifts to transfer racks outside the building. 
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5.2 Current Situation at the Logistics Center 
The logistics center is storing most of the boxes to its customer, the engine assembling. Today, 
the two buildings are approximately 1 km apart. The racks are therefore transported, every 30 
minute, with trucks between the two buildings. This situation is illustrated in Figure 22 below. 
However, how the material is managed and its different processes are described further in the 
following section, 5.4 Current Processes to Manage the Box Flow. 

 
Figure 22: Current situation between the logistics center and engine assembly 

5.3 Current Situation at the Assembly Building 
The following section has its purpose to give a comprehensive overview of the assembling 
building, where every part concerned with the box flow is illustrated and shortly described. It 
provides general knowledge of the material flow within the building, which is necessary to 
understand before the entire flow of material is described in section 5.4. It does also provide 
knowledge to understand the fundamental changes expected in the future state, which is 
described in section 5.6.Future State 

5.3.1 Different Process Areas Concerned with the Box Flow    
The engine assembly building consists of two different assembly lines, one for inline engines 
and one for V8 engines, since they have different designs. They are also producing their engines 
based on a tact time. Thus, it is critical that everything is working and components are 
assembled in time on every station, to avoid line being idle. Figure 23 visualizes the different 
process areas concerned with the box flow. 

 
Figure 23: Process areas concerned with the box flow 
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The assembly line for inline engines is separated into two different parts. The first area (1), 
includes the initial operations for assembling basic engines. Once a basic engine has past the 
last operation in part one, it is automatically transported on a route along the ceiling to the final 
assembling (2). The tact time for inline engines is two minutes. After the final assembling, the 
engine is transferred to testing (4). At Testing, each engine is started to make sure they work 
as intended. The last step before entering the finished goods area is the painting process (5). 

Regarding the assembly line for V8 engines, both the assembling of the basic engine and the 
final assembling occur in the same area (3). Once an engine has past the assembling, the engine 
is transferred to the testing area and thereafter the painting station. The tact time for V8 engines 
is seven minutes. Hence, the material flow towards the V8 line and the number of assembled 
engines a day is lower in comparison to the inline engine line. 

The goods reception (6), is located at the building’s south west corner. Here, racks are received 
from the logistics center, and thereafter transferred to the rack platform (RP). At the rack 
platform, racks are waiting to be picked up by a box driver.  

5.3.2 Delivering Zones within the Box Flow 
Today, the assembly process is divided into four different zones. Each zone is responsible for 
one area of the material facades and one area of the picking platforms. Each area represents 
one customer. This makes a total of eight different customers where boxes are delivered. The 
difference in number of boxes delivered to each zone is presented Appendix 2. In addition, 
every zone has its own team, such as one manager and one box driver. These zones and their 
customers are visualized in Figure 24.  

 
Figure 24: Complete layout of the different station, platforms & goods reception 

The customers’ names are aligned with the names on the flags attached to the racks. This makes 
it easy for each box driver to know if a rack, waiting to be picked up at the rack platform, 
belongs to their zone. The distributions are approximately 50-50 between boxes being delivered 
directly to the material facades or picking platforms. Nonetheless, one rack does only consist 
of boxes connected to one customer. For example, if a rack has a flag with the capital 
“MOSKVA”, every box on the rack will be delivered to the picking platforms at Zone 2. 
However, if the flag would have the capital “ATEN”, every box on the rack will be delivered 
to the material facades along the V8 line at Zone 2. 
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5.4 Current Processes to Manage the Box Flow 
To gain a better understanding of the material flow and its processes concerned with the box 
flow, a detailed flow chart has been conducted. Figure 25 presents a comprehensive view over 
the operations included to manage the box flow, as from picking to delivering. These steps are 
described in detail below, following the material flow sequentially. 

 
Figure 25: Illustration of the material flow chart for boxes 

5.4.1 Picking Process at the Logistics Center 
The box flow starts at the logistics center. Here, an employee is using an order picker to pick 
up an empty rack from the LC buffer. There are two employees in total. The LC buffer, a buffer 
at the logistics center, is a location where both empty and loaded racks are waiting to be picked 
up. Once an empty rack has been picked up, the employee drives to a station and picks up a 
flag and attach it to the rack. The rack now belongs to a specific customer, since the customer’s 
request label is received. 

Today, a digitalized reordering-system is being used which automatically generates the 
customers’ request labels in a time schedule. This time schedule is divided in different slots. 
Each slot represents how many racks that should be loaded within different time intervals. 
Hence, the picking process is based on a tact time to make sure every rack is received in time 
to the assembly building. Once every box in the request label have been picked and loaded on 
the rack, the driver transports the rack and leaves it at the same place where he started, at the 
LC buffer.  

5.4.2 Transportation between Logistics Center and Assembly Building 
The delivering process of loaded racks, between the logistics center and the assembly building, 
is by. The truck driver’s process starts at the LC buffer, where loaded racks are transported into 
the truck, by the help of a forklift. Next, when all racks from the same time slot have been 
loaded, the employee drives to the assembly building. Once arrived, another employee unloads 
the loaded racks from the truck and reload it with empty racks. Here, forklifts are used as 
vehicle as well. Once all empty racks have been placed inside the truck, the driver drives back 
to provide the logistics center with empty racks. 
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5.4.3 Goods Reception at the Assembly Building 
The goods reception is the process area responsible for the receiving of loaded racks and 
returning empty racks into the truck, as mentioned above. Once the empty racks have been 
transferred into the truck, the employee transports the loaded racks and places them on the rack 
platform. If the rack platform is occupied with racks, i.e. full, the employee must place the 
loaded racks outside. That is, another temporary buffer at the goods reception.  

5.4.4 Delivering and Reordering Process 
The delivering process is the final process of the box flow. Its process starts at the rack 
platform, where loaded racks are picked up by a box driver. Once a rack is loaded on the 
horizontal order picker, the box driver grabs a paper containing the request label. The request 
label was placed on the rack, by the employee at the logistics center. By the help of this paper, 
the driver gets the insight of how to schedule the route, e.g. based on what parts of the material 
façade or picking platform the boxes must be delivered to. Once arrived at the right place, each 
box is manually moved off the rack to its consumption location. However, while the driver 
delivers boxes, a simultaneously process of reordering boxes and picking up empty boxes 
occurs. Hence, the driver is responsible to manually observe if boxes needs to be reordered as 
well as picking up the empty boxes. If a box is reordered, a Post-It must be placed below on 
the box’s location. This reordering procedure is done by the help of a scanner which 
automatically sends the request to the logistics center.  

Once all boxes have been delivered, reordered, and empty boxes have been picked up, the box 
driver delivers the empty boxes in a recycling pallet. Lastly, the box driver returns the empty 
rack and place it next to the rack platform before picking up a new loaded rack. However, if 
there are no loaded racks ready once the box driver arrives back to the rack platform, the box 
driver starts a new cycle without a loaded rack. That is, a process without delivering boxes and 
only reordering and collect empty boxes at the consumption locations.  

5.5 Value Stream Map 
To improve the current state and identify non-value added activities, the flow chart from 
previous section as well as additional collected data regarding the cycle times have been 
utilized. This data utilization has generated a value stream map, VSM, of the current situation. 
What the symbols in the value stream map means can be found in Appendix 4 The chosen 
VSM level is flow level, since it is focusing on the internal transportations and processes, where 
high frequently used boxes are the product family. The VSM is conducted on a detail level 
which is aligned with the research’s scope, a focus on the transportation and delivering 
processes. Regarding batch size, the map is following one single rack consisting of 12 boxes, 
which is an average of one month’s orders from all eight different consumption locations. The 
data is presented in Appendix 3. The following times are based on a stable situation and 
calculated as average, since Scania is assembling on a tact time. However, the different times 
have been divided into three different value-added categorizes, where the value is correlated to 
its customers. The green colour stands for value-added activity, yellow for necessary but no 
value added, and lastly red stands for a non-value added activity. The VSM regarding the 
current situation is presented in Figure 26. 
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Figure 26:Value stream mapping of the current situation 

At picking, the cycle time for this process is 28 seconds per box. It comprises the time it takes 
as from picking up an empty rack, picking boxes and lastly return the rack to the buffer. In 
addition, it is based on different orders which means different distances as well as numbers of 
boxes to be picked. Since the VSM is following a batch of 12 boxes, the time is calculated by 
multiplying 12 with 28 seconds, which gives the average cycle time of 5,6 minutes. The picking 
process is categorized as green, value-added, since it comprehends the operations to manage a 
received order. 

The average cycle time for one rack standing in the first buffer, LC buffer, is 28,8 minutes. It 
is based on an average time series of eight racks. The time comprehends the interval as from 
the rack has been placed in the previous process and moved into the truck waiting until the 
truck in next step of the VSM begins driving up to the assembly building.  

The transportation activity is estimated to a cycle time of 4,8 minutes. This process includes 
the time it takes to load a rack onto the truck, prepare the truck for departure, transportation up 
to goods reception at the assembly building and lastly the time it takes prepare the truck to be 
unloaded as well as the time it takes to unload one rack. The time for loading and unloading 
racks, based on an average of eight racks within each truck, takes 39 seconds respectively. 
However, the forklift has the capacity to load and unload two racks at a time, which gives an 
average of 19,5 seconds per rack. The setup time is calculated on an average of 55 seconds, 
which comprehends the time it takes to prepare the truck for departure. It is the same time 
regarding the preparation for unloading the truck, which gives a setup time of 1,75 minutes in 
total. Lastly, the time to drive up to the goods reception at the assembly building is calculated 
to take 2,4 minutes on average. This activity, including all steps, is categorized as yellow, 
necessary but no value added, since it does not give any value to the customer but at the same 
time a request to reach the customer.  

Following, the cycle time for a rack waiting at the buffer at the goods reception is estimated to 
4,7 minutes. The cycle time begins when the rack has been placed in the buffer after being 
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unloaded from the truck and this is a non-value activity. Furthermore, the cycle time ends at 
the time as the forklift picks up the rack in order to process the next process. 

Next process is when the forklift transports a rack from the buffer at the goods reception in to 
the engine assembly building. This process is non-value added but necessary due to the 
transportation of a rack. The cycle time it takes for the forklift to pick up the rack and transport 
the rack including unload the rack at the rack platform is estimated to 1,6 minutes based on 
average of eight racks. 

The rack is then waiting in the buffer at the rack platform for 15 minutes based on an average 
of eight racks. The cycle time begins when the rack has been unloaded from the forklift and 
ends when the box truck picks up the rack. This activity is non-value added since the rack and 
boxes are standing still without being handled. 

Next process is the transportation with the horizontal order picker. This process starts when the 
box driver picks a rack from the rack platform and transport it to the consumption location, line 
or platform. This process intertwines with the next processes including delivering boxes, 
reordering boxes, picking empty boxes, and unload empty boxes. The processes of the marked 
horizontal order picker have been added up with the last process of the horizontal order picker, 
in order to have a single time for these processes. Therefore, is the total cycle time for driving 
to the consumption location, driving to the recycling location, and driving back to the rack 
platform estimated to 6,6 minutes, showed as the last process in the VSM. The length of the 
way that the box driver drives variates and therefore is time gathered from different routes. 
This process is non-value added but necessary since the boxes needs to be transported to the 
consumption location and the recycling location but the boxes are not being handled during the 
transport. 

The intertwined process including delivering of boxes, reordering boxes, and picking empty 
boxes have been summarized and created an average cycle time of 3,6 minutes. The time is 
calculated with a batch of 12 boxes. This process also variates due different routes since the 
different customer zones for each route. Furthermore, this is a value-added activity since the 
boxes are being handled throughout the process. Reordering boxes creates an electronic signal 
to the order system at logistic center, indicating that there is a need of new boxes at the customer 
zone. 

The second process that is intertwined with the transportation of the horizontal order picker is 
the unloading of empty boxes at the recycling. This cycle time, that is calculated with a batch 
of 12 boxes, is an average of 0,8 minutes and the process is set as a value-added activity due to 
the handling of boxes. The cycle time starts when the box driver steps out of the vehicle and 
starts to place the boxes in the recycling-bin and ends when the box driver steps in to the vehicle 
again. 

Based on the summarization of the different time activities from the VSM is the total value 
added time estimated to 10 minutes. The non-value added but necessary time is estimated to 
13 minutes, meanwhile the non-value added time is estimated to 48,5 minutes. The total lead 
time is estimated, by adding up these previous times, to 71,5 minutes. Throughout this have 
the value added time for the VSM been calculated to 14 percent. In addition, the time per box 
can be calculated. It is estimated to 1 minute and 55 seconds, Appendix 5.  
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5.6 Future State 
In the future state, the logistics center is merged with the engine assembly building. However, 
there are no routes created for managing the box flow, and the same number of employees are 
remained, as well as the zones from the current state. The first blueprint of the future state is 
presented in Figure 27. 

 
Figure 27: Illustration zones together with future state 

The customers are relocated in the future state. Moskva, Paris, Rom, and Belgrade are the ones 
that have moved while Peking, Aten, Sydney and London are located at the same places. The 
rack platform (RP), is also relocated and is now located along the wall. The complete blueprint 
of the future is presented in Figure 28. 

 
Figure 28: Illustration of logistics center together with the engine assembly building 

Here, the logistics center is integrated with the engine assembly building. This means that once 
the picking process is done, loaded racks will be placed at a new LC buffer, closer to the engine 
assembly.  
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6 Empirical Findings 

This chapter presents the findings from interviews with employees at Scania CV AB. The 
respondents have different background and business units. Firstly, findings are presented of 
an interview with a respondent at the business unit Global Logistics Development. Next, a 
summary is presented of three different respondents at Scania engine assembly production unit. 
Lastly, empirical findings collected through benchmarking are presented. 

6.1  Interview with Global Logistics Development 
The following section presents essential knowledge regarding developing efficient methods to 
manage a box flow. It is based on an interview at the Global Logistics Development, with an 
employee who some years ago conducted a larger situational analysis of how Scania is working 
with the box flow, on a broader perspective. The aim was to find guidelines to generate a best 
practice for better logistics efficiency, by benchmarking and calculate the difference methods 
to understand what is preferable and what is not.  

6.1.1 Guidelines for Reordering and Delivering based on Benchmarking 
The respondent mentions some desirable systems regarding efficient approaches to reorder 
boxes. The conclusions behind these recommendations are based on best practices in the 
industry, where seven business where benchmarked. The most efficient system is realized by 
the help of technological equipment, which enables automatic reorders. This approach 
generates zero seconds reordering. For example, through a system responsible for the box 
balance and once it reaches below a certain level, a new order is automatically placed. This 
would be utilized as a several bin systems, which considers the number of vehicles that have 
been produced and hence knows how much material been consumed. The second-best approach 
of reordering is by using empty boxes as signals. These empty boxes could be seen as Kanban 
cards, which signals what have been consumed. Hence, it signals what boxes to reorder.  

Both the driving distance and the capacity of the equipment has an effect of the delivering 
process. It is important to minimize the driving distance throughout the delivering cycle since 
it is a non-value adding activity. Delivering full boxes, reordering boxes, and picking empty 
boxes should always be done during the same delivering cycle time and never separate. The 
capacity considers of how many boxes that can fit on a rack. A rack may fit 12 boxes and other 
racks may fit up to 60 boxes. The delivering efficiency is also correlated the number of boxes 
that have been placed on the rack, hence how many boxes being delivered throughout the total 
cycle. The first box that is delivered will cost the most time if there is a stop, since the person 
must walk out of the vehicle to deliver boxes. This means that the second box will cost less 
time since the person is already on the ground and has started the delivering process. For 
example, the first box may take 10 seconds and the second box may take 3 seconds to deliver. 

6.1.2  Methods to Increase Efficiency  
It is an advantage to design a system to deliver 45-60 boxes and pick empty boxes in the same 
delivering cycle, which would require several racks on the vehicle. The time for a delivering 
cycle is normally around 45 to 60 minutes for an efficient process. Therefore, it is important to 
not separate special boxes from regular boxes. These should all together be picked and placed 
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on the racks to maximize the capacity of a rack. By having the delivering cycle time at 60 
minutes, approximately 4 to 5 boxes could be dropped off at each stop. Hence, the respondent’s 
conclusion is that higher efficiency is achieved by dropping off more boxes each time you step 
out of the vehicle.  

To be able to extend the total cycle time, you need to take the cover time into account. Thus, if 
the delivering cycle time is 30 minutes, one box needs to at least have a cover time twice as 
long compared to the delivering cycle, i.e. 60 minutes. The reason for this principle is due to 
the possibility of a box being consumed once it has been driven past. Hence, it will not be 
reordered before a new delivering cycle begins. However, it is possible to have a lower 
delivering cycle than the cover time by compensate it with several boxes, which is correlated 
with the depth of the material facade. If the depth is bigger, more boxes can be stored. 

Another important aspect is to balance the box flow. Thus, buffers of racks could sometimes 
be needed. For example, if the picking cycle is 10 minutes whilst the delivering cycle is 20 
minutes, two racks will always be ready when a new delivering cycle begins. The interview 
also mentions new technology that opens the possibility to tell the box driver where a box is 
placed within a rack. This is utilized in the picking process. When one box has been picked, 
and loaded on the rack, the same employee scans a barcode on the box to register where on the 
rack it has been placed. This makes it easier for the box driver in the delivering process to 
quickly find where to box is located.  

6.1.3     Factors Making a Box Flow Unique 
A bigger problem is the number of boxes delivered each cycle. There are a lot of human 
behaviours affecting a box flow. The average number of boxes delivered per cycle may be 45, 
which in general may vary between 30 to 60. Hence, an over capacity is necessary when 
managing a box flow. The respondent describes this human behaviour as the “McDonald’s” 
phenomenon, illustrated in Figure 29 below. 

 
Figure 29: Human behaviour affecting the number of boxes reordered 

 
The figure shows a general work procedure of a box flow. When the shift starts, the box driver 
does not start the delivering process immediately. Next, the delivering cycle starts and boxes 
reordered increases per unit of time. Furthermore, the box driver works more efficient once a 
short break is approaches, to have less work load after the break. According to the respondent, 
the solution to avoid this phenomenon is to implement a system which enables automatic 
reorders. This would even out the variation, since there are no human behaviors affecting the 
process  
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6.1.4  Benchmarking - Best Practice 
According to the respondent, a conducted benchmarking outside Scania showed the “world 
class” figure is 1.0 min / box for the total cycle time. Scania’s production in France, MA, 
showed best practice considering a box flow closely to 1 min / box. A summary of the other 
six departments managing a box flow within Scania is presented Figure 30. 

 
Figure 30: Benchmarking of total time per box 

The figure shows the necessity to have larger total cycle times, bring more boxes during each 
cycle, but also make each process more time efficient, to reduce the total lead time. MA had 
an average of 20 boxes per cycle, but with shorter distances, which gave them a time per box 
to 1 minute and 19,9 seconds. However, their target was to deliver 40 boxes per cycle, which 
was estimated to decrease the time per box to 1 minute and 10 seconds.  

An underlying factor to MA’s efficiency was their four-way racks. It was possible to use an 
order picker and load racks by the help of the forks from one side, but once the racks are loaded 
and ready to be delivered, they are side-ways connected with a horizontal order picker which 
creates a train. The side-ways connection enables a functional and ergonomic delivering 
process whilst it still is possible to use the same racks to pick as well as deliver boxes. The 
ergonomic aspects of repetitive Strain Injury are justified when using this method. The racks’ 
first level is on an ergonomic height to manually lift boxes to the material facades, they have 
wheels to support ergonomic flexibility regarding movements, and boxes are picked and placed 
ergonomically on the rack. The last aspect is based on an awareness and standardized behavior 
in the picking process. The reordering process at MA is carried out by the Kanban approach, 
scanning on empty boxes.  
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6.2  Interview at Scania Engine Assembly 
To gain an understanding of how employees in the assembly environment are perceiving the 
current practices of the box flow, interviews with three different employees have been 
conducted. Respondent A works as head of one logistics zone, Respondent B works as logistics 
developer, and respondent C works as head of another logistics zone. The following section 
provides a comprehensive summary of the Respondents’ perspectives of the current situation. 
In addition, opinions of new practices about future material handling processes have been 
summarized.  

6.2.1  Current Situation to Deliver Boxes 
All three respondents are mostly satisfied with today’s standardized procedure to deliver boxes. 
However, they all see a big difference in noticing deviations and avoid out-of-stock. An 
experienced employee drives more freely and knows if something is wrong. They believe that 
the system of reordering boxes, Post-it, is one fundamental factor to the deviations. Respondent 
C do not think it is a good method since the Post-it easily falls of and therefore box driver does 
not know if boxes have been reordered or not. Respondent B mentions that the box driver 
sometimes forgets to remove a Post-it when the reordered boxes have arrived. This creates a 
confusion. The box driver believes the boxes have been reordered and therefore do not reorder 
again. Hence, out-of-stock occurs. Respondent A estimates that special reorders of boxes, close 
to out-of-stock at the respondent’s zone, occurs on an average of two to eight times a day. 
Appendix 6 shows a larger follow up of reasons to out-of-stock, where late/missed reorders are 
together ranked as the second highest cause, at Respondent B’s zone. Respondent A and C also 
mention other factors that affects their efficiency. A delivery of racks to the assembly building 
is done every 30 minutes. Sometimes, there are delays of new racks or ahead of schedule. 
Consequently, the box driver does not start a new cycle and starts to reorder boxes instead.  

6.2.2   Current Situation to Reorder Boxes 
Respondent B thinks a system where reordering is utilized by scanning empty boxes is a much 
more reliable method. It is easier to know if a box has been reordered or not. However, the 
respondent believes it is better to reorder the box once it has been collected, instead of scanning 
all of them in the end of a delivering cycle. It could be seen as a quality check. It is harder to 
miss to scan each box, considering the number of empty boxes it would be otherwise to scan 
simultaneously. However, Respondent A mentions this method have been tried out before. 
They noticed a problem where the empty boxes where misplaced by the operators. Instead of 
an operator placing an empty box on top of its material facades, it was sometimes moved to 
another material facade, to another zone, i.e. customer. Hence, it generated an unbalance in 
work load and confusions if the boxes have been reordered or not. Respondent C also believe 
it is a much smarter method, since it gives a clear signal of what to reorder. Yet, Respondent C 
has the same concerns as Respondent A, you might lose control of which customer the boxes 
belong to. 

6.2.3   Possibility to Increase the Efficiency 
Respondent A believe a factor to increase the efficiency would be if the reordering process 
would be automatically. This would let the box driver focus on delivering and balance the 
material flow. However, the respondent sees difficulties with this system since the assembling 
of different engines varies a lot. Hence, the material facades would have to be custom made to 
align to this variation. Respondent B do believe a cost-efficient system would be realized by 
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RFID tags. They are sensors that could be attached to every box and sends out signals to a 
system when they pass different places, such as a level in a material facade. Thus, automatically 
reorder boxes as they are consumed.  

6.2.4  New Transportations Techniques 
All respondents think train would potentially be a good method to deliver boxes. However, 
there are some disadvantages mentioned. The box driver must step out of the vehicle, and go 
to the rack, every time boxes are delivered to a material facade or picking platform. Respondent 
A and B also mentions ergonomic aspects. As opposed to today’s method, you do not have 
same ergonomic support for lifting boxes. In addition, when manually handling racks, pull and 
drag tasks is restricted to 150 newtons at Scania. Which needs to be taken into account. 
Respondent A mentions also the turning radius of a train. Today, it is very narrow in the 
assembly environment, which could be hard for a train to operate in. Respondent C believes it 
would be an efficient process of transporting boxes, if it is possible to ensure the ergonomic 
aspects. Respondent B mentions that the critical factor when evaluating train as an option is to 
at least remain the ergonomic level of today’s method.  

A summary of the interview at Scania Engine Assembly is conducted in Table 5 below. 
Table 5: Summary of interview at Scania Engine Assembly 

Keyword Conclusion Respondent 
Post-it While reorder boxes, is Post-it one fundamental factor 

to deviations. Confusion can occur if a reorder has been 
made or not, since Post-it’s easily can fall off. 

B,C 

Schedule Delivery of racks to the assembly building can be 
delayed or ahead of schedule. If the racks are delay may 
box driver not be able to start a new cycle, which will 
affect the efficiency. 

A,C 

Scanning empty 
boxes 

Scanning empty boxes is a more reliable than today’s 
method, but a similar method has been tried before 
without success. 

A,C 

Automatically 
reordering 

Automatically reordering would increase the efficiency 
of the reordering process, but difficulties would also 
occur since the material facades would need to be 
adapted to the variation. 

A 

Train with 
several racks 

A good method to deliver more boxes during one cycle 
is by train. The difficulties would be the additional time 
it takes to step out of the vehicle every time in order to 
deliver boxes, and the ergonomically aspects. 

A,B,C 

Following keywords shown in Table 6 is the essential conclusion of the interview and are 
described together with which respondent that have mention it. Respondent B and C agrees 
that the reordering process with Post-it an unsuccessful method and needs to be improved. 
Respondent A and C describes that delays or ahead of schedule, regarding delivery of racks, 
has a significant effect of the box flow’s efficiency. Scanning empty boxes is, according to 
Respondent A and C, a more reliable process than Post-it. Respondent A mention that 
automatically reordering would increase the efficiency but this method is difficult to apply due 
to current situation. Lastly, all respondents believe that a good method, to deliver more boxes, 
is by train. However different aspects need to be considered e.g. ergonomically aspects. 
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6.3 Benchmarking at Scania Chassis Assembly, Södertälje 
This section refers to an internal benchmarking made at Scania Chassis Assembly in Södertälje, 
MS. This benchmarking was conducted to understand what methods and how MS is handling 
their box flow. The studied area at MS was done at the assembling chassis for trucks.  

The assembly line is divided into two different zones, south and north. In addition, the assembly 
line and the warehouse is placed in the same building. At each zone, three employees are 
managing the box flow. One employee is responsible for the recycling of empty boxes and 
reordering new boxes. The employee is driving along the line and collect empty boxes, which 
have been placed above the material facades by the operators. These boxes are loaded in an 
empty pallet, that is connected to the vehicle. In every box, there is a Kanban card that is used 
to reorder a new box. Once the cycle along the assembly line is finished, the employee drives 
with the empty boxes and Kanban cards to a station close to the picking area. Here, the 
employee scans all the Kanban cards, which generates reorders. Once all cards have been 
scanned, the employee prints out the different orders and places them together with their 
corresponding Kanban cards in different vessels. 

Next, the other two employees in the same zone pick up one request label each as well as the 
Kanban cards. One request label can contain a maximum of 16 boxes, due to the same limitation 
as Scania engine assembly. In addition, MS also has the capacity to transport one rack at the 
time. However, once a request label has been taken, they use horizontal order pickers to drive 
around the warehouse and pick boxes, since the storages are not built on heights. Every time a 
box is picked and loaded on the rack, the corresponding Kanban card is placed back in the box. 
Hence, the circulations of Kanban cards are sealed.  

When all boxes have been picked, they drive and dropping off boxes to materials facades. One 
cycle is on an average of 20 minutes, for both picking and delivering. As opposed to Scania 
assembly, they do only deliver boxes to material facades, i.e. no picking platforms exist. Since 
it is the same person who picks boxes as dropping them off to material facades, one horizontal 
order picker does always have the same rack on. There are no other employees handling the 
racks, and therefore one rack is fixed to one horizontal order picker throughout an entire shift. 

Since all Kanban cards are scanned simultaneously, a request label does most of the time reach 
its maximum of 16 boxes. The respondent mentions it is one of the benefits regarding a 
utilization of racks’ capacity, when using this type of system to reorder boxes. However, there 
are some complications as well. Sometimes when operators at the assembly lines take the last 
component out of a box, and places the empty box on material facades’ top shelf, Kanban card 
randomly falls out without noticing it. These mistakes delay the total cycle time, i.e. the 
employee who picks up the empty boxes must search for the disappeared Kanban cards. 
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6.4  Benchmarking at Scania Chassis Assembly, Zwolle  
The following section refers to an internal benchmarking that was done at Scania Chassis 
Assembly in Zwolle, shorten MZA. The benchmarking at MZA was conducted in order to 
understand what processes being used and how their box flow is handled. The studied area at 
MZA is at the chassis assembling for trucks. The box flow at MZA is presented in Figure 31.  

 
Figure 31: Illustration of MZA's box flow 

At their current situation, they have a logistics centre in another building. Here, all racks are 
being loaded with the boxes included in the request label, by the help of two horizontal order 
pickers. Every request label can include a total of 20 boxes, due to the capacity of a rack. A 
rack is approximately 139 cm height, 110 cm depth, and 70 cm width. The racks are thereafter 
transported by trucks to the assembly building, where they are unloaded on a driven roller 
conveyer into the goods receiving (1). It is estimated to take 5 minutes to receive the racks and 
additional 3 minutes to confirm the boxes arrival and to what customer they belong to. They 
have labels attached to the racks, where the colour on the labels indicates its customer. 

Next, a box driver is picking up two racks and initiates the delivering phase (2). They have the 
possibility to transport two racks, 40 boxes, in one cycle. This is utilized by having smaller 
dimension widths on their rack, and therefore the box driver can bring two racks at the same 
time. There are seven different customers along their assembly line, where every customer has 
one box driver. In the delivery process, they take empty boxes along. After the boxes have been 
delivered, the box driver stops at a platform where it is possible to unloaded the empty boxes 
(4) and simultaneously scans the boxes to generate a request label (3). They use a material 
handling system, SIMAS, that connects a box to its customer when scanning. For example, if 
the scanned box has a customer ID P5B, all scanned boxes with P5B are sent as a request label 
to one specific printer in the logistics center. Every cycle per customer is always 35 minutes, 
with an average of 20 boxes on each rack. The average ratio between the different boxes and 
their sizes are found in Appendix 7. They work in 2 shifts and at a normal working day there 
are 25 cycles per customer, with about a total of 5400 boxes delivered a day. The total lead 
time is 100 minutes, as from the picking to delivering process.  
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7 Analysis 

The following chapter presents the analysis that is based on a comparison between the current 
situation, empirical finding, and the theoretical framework as well as SPS. The chapter aims 
to answer research question three. Initially, the current situation is analyzed. Next, an analysis 
is conducted regarding pros and cons of other methods to manage a box flow. Lastly, the 
different material handling equipment are evaluated and their pros and cons are summarized 
as scores in a table. These results build a foundation to generate conclusions, aligned with the 
research objective, presented in next chapter.  

7.1 Current Practices to Manage a Box Flow 
The following section addresses the parts of the analysis that is concerned the current situation. 
That is, current methods to manage the box flow to consumption locations. Each area, 
concerned with the box flow, is divided into separate subsections.  

7.1.1 Delivering Features 
The racks at Scania Engine Assembly has a benefit to be functional both during the picking 
process and delivering process. It reduces no value adding activities when handling the material 
flow, since the same racks are being used throughout the total cycle. This benefit is also aligned 
with TFK’s (2002) statement, a necessity to have a link between an organization’s different 
functions to achieve a high flow quality. However, a request label is limited to 16 boxes, since 
a rack has a capacity of 16 larger boxes. In addition, the average boxes per rack is 12. On the 
other hand, by examining approximately 40 percent of all boxes are smaller, 33 percent 
medium, and 27 percent larger. That is, roughly three of 12 boxes per rack are larger. Hence, 
today’s utilization of box racks’ capacity is rather low. According to Arnald et al. (2012) and 
Hultén (1997), there is a value to maximise resourses and increase the volume based fill rate 
of load carriers, i.e. racks, to increase efficiency. To give a fair approximation of today’s fill 
rate, the percent of boxes as well as their dimensions must be considered. One larger box has 
the same dimension as four small boxes, or two medium sized boxes. In addition, there is on 
average five small boxes (40percent of 12) and four medium boxes (33 percent of 12). Thus, 
today’s fill rate of racks is approximately 39 percent, i.e. 6,25 divided with 16. How it is 
converted is visualized in Appendix 8. 

The flags attached to each rack is a decent system to increase the efficiency, during the picking 
and delivering cycle. It clearly shows to what customer a request label belongs to. Thus, 
uncertainties are reduces throughtout the totel cycle, which resluts in reduced wastes. Such as 
unnecessary movements that occurs when searching for the right rack to be picked up during 
the delivering cycle. It also clarifies a time series’ status during a picking cycle. However, 
according to SPS, other unnecessary movements occur during the picking cycle. Throughout 
each cycle, the employees must manually attach each flag. This procedure could otherwise be 
digitalized, to avoid unnecessary movements.  

Regarding the reordering system at the consumption locations, wastes as well as negatively 
ergonomic motions occur. Considering the wastes, Post-it has the tendency to fall off. This 
resluts in increased waiting and motions when the box driver has to stop, drive back, and 
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reasoning if a box has been reordered or not. In addition, problems also occur when box drivers 
forget to remove Post-it, once reordered boxes are dropped of at consumption locations. It 
generates confusions if a box actually has been reordered or not. Despite the different colours 
on the Post-it, a slight delay of reordering is causing most of the reasons to out-of-stock, 
according the data from second respondent’s zone, Appendix 6. Further, this system also 
generates undesirable ergonomic motions. The box driver has to constantly rotate the head to 
see, from a longer distance, if a box has to be reordered or not. Thus, there are no clear signals 
if a box has to be reordered or not. This system generates unnessary tensions to box drivers’ 
neck, and eyes are exhausted. 

Considering the current situation, where the logistics center and assembly building is one km 
apart, it is reasonable that the consumption locations have a cover-time of two and a half hours. 
However, at the future state, it could be rather long as the lead time decreases. Yet, it opens up 
the possibilities to increase the delivering cycle, in order to reduce wastes aligned with SPS.  

7.1.2 Delivering Zones 
The average distribution of boxes during the delivering cycles, between the eight different 
customers, are rather divided. As the data from Appendix 2 tells, the average of boxes being 
dropped off is between a span of approximately 2500 (Moskva) to 7400 (London). Yet, despite 
each zone is managing two customers, the average of total number of boxes delivered to each 
zone is between 7300 (Zone 2) to 14 300 (Zone 3). This excludes other material flows, outside 
the delimitation, that intertwined with the box flow which may affect the lower number of 
boxes at Zone 2. In addition, Belgrad and London has an average of approximately 100 more 
boxes per day. It is still a rather large difference, considering the same amount of workforce. 
One underlying cause to this larger span is the different tact time between V8 and inline 
engines. Inline engines are assembled on a tact time of two minutes, whilst V8 engines are 
assembled on a tact time of seven minutes. According to Hultén (1997), it generates a structural 
imbalance, due to an uneven need of transportation considering the different needs of boxes at 
each zone. 

However, this generates an unbalance in work load and affects the utilization of racks’ 
capacities, seen through a theoretical perspective. When examining Figure 24, the driving 
distance is bigger throughout Zone 4, customer Sydney, since material facades at the testing 
and painting process is located further away. Hence, a parameter of value is also the total 
distance throughout a delivering cycle. Nonetheless, considering the current situation and the 
theoretical frame of reference, it is worth to investigate an alternative where more customers 
are included in a delivering cycle, alternatively fewer zones. This would increase the balance 
of the box flow as well as work load, but it also stresses a cover time able to sustain a bigger 
delivering cycle. 

7.1.3  Value Stream Mapping and Future State 
The value stream mapping of current situation indicates that a minor of the activities, when 
managing the box flow, throughout the lead time, is value-added. Only 14 percent. To make 
the box flow more efficient, non-value added and/or necessary but non-value added activities 
must reduce or be eliminated (Petterson et al., 2009). Alternatively, shorter lead time and 
increase the value-added activities. Most of the non-value added activities are when racks are 
waiting to be picked at the next activity. Further, the necessary but non-value added activities 
stand for most of the transportation activities. They are necessary but do not give any direct 
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value to the finished product (Sims, 1991). According to Bechtsis at al.  (2017), Rechnitzer and 
Larsson (1992), an ambition should also be to reduce number of activities with fork lifts to 
avoid accidents and extra material handling costs. The value-added activities could also be 
more efficient by creating a system that registers where each box has been placed on the rack, 
in the picking process. It reduces a lot of wastes in terms of waiting when the box driver is 
dropping of boxes to the consumption locations. It also enhances an ergonomic workspace 
where less unnatural arm movements occur.  

In the future state, a lot of the non-value added and non-value added but necessary activities 
are removed naturally. That is, material handlings of racks loaded on the truck, transportation 
between the two buildings, and the unloading of racks at the goods reception. It follows the 
theoretical guidelines, where operations with forklifts are avoided to increase safety and reduce 
human errors as well as costs. It is positive and certainly opens up for possibilities to increase 
the value-added activities instead. For example, the shorten lead time enables a possibility to 
increase the delivering cycle. By doing so, it generates a reduced number of transportation 
distances, reduced number of motions when dropping off boxes as well as collecting empty 
boxes, and lastly waiting for loaded racks at the rack platform.  

The weight of a rack is another aspect that must be taken into consideration in the future state. 
Today, each rack weights approximately 200 kg, since they are designed to be handled with 
forklifts and trucks during the transportation processes. The current situation demands racks to 
have higher quality in terms of sustainability and damages. Consequently, the racks have a 
capacity to load 400 kg, 100 kg on each of the four levels. Since the average boxes per rack is 
12, where each box weights a maximum of 10 kg, only 120 kg of 400 kg is used, that is 30 
percent. According to Hultén (1997), the weight-based fill rate is also correlated to resource 
utilizations. It is the ratio between actual weight and maximum weight that could be loaded on 
a carrier. Hence, there is a value to include parameters in terms of dimensions and load capacity 
that meets the demands. By avoiding material handling processes with forklifts in the future 
state, there is a possibility to redesign the racks.  

Furthermore, since the logistics center is merged together with the assembly building, there is 
a value to investigate if today’s rack platform is necessary. Considering SPS, it builds inventory 
with no value. The rack platform does also comprehend additional material handling 
operations. Such as picking up racks at LC buffer, transport and unload them at the rack 
platform, and the same procedure back to the LC buffer with empty racks. However, in terms 
of balancing the work load and material flow inside the buildings, the rack platform may still 
have a value, despite the non-value added activities it generates.  

7.2 Methods That Can Be Used to Manage a Box Flow  
The following section is analyzing different methods that can be used, in a broader perspective, 
to manage a box flow. The data collected through benchmarking and interviews are compared 
against the theoretical framework as well as SPS. The section is divided into different 
subsections, correlated to scope of the research. That is, a focus on the delivering cycle, but an 
insight of other methods to manage the picking as well as reordering process.  Lastly, the 
section ends with a summary of the pros and cons regarding different material handling 
equipment.  
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7.2.1 Delivering Process 
An optimal structure of the delivering process is to deliver boxes, reorder boxes, and pick 
empty boxes during the same delivering cycle. MZA is managing their delivering process 
aligned to that structure, which also aligns well with SPS since it decreases unnecessary motion 
and transportations. As opposed, a delivering process that is divided would increase the non-
value activities. For example, a box driver drops off boxes and picking empty boxes during one 
delivering cycle, and reorder boxes during another cycle. Therefore, if the box driver does the 
whole process during one cycle, non-value activities decrease. Also, the total transportation 
distance/time, since there will only be a need to drive the route ones instead of twice. 

Today, a challenge at Scania Engine Assembly is to match the time when racks are delivered 
from logistics center to the rack platform, and the delivering cycle. The resource utilization 
points out that the transportation distance must be set in order to let the goods and resource 
flows be optimal with each other. When the times do not match, non-value activities are 
generated since the box driver must start a new cycle without a loaded rack. Thus, a box driver 
does only reorder boxes during a delivering cycle. Therefore, longer delivering cycles would 
decrease the risk that logistics center is not providing enough of loaded racks in time. An 
opportunity to create longer delivering cycle times is to adjust the customers. An option is to 
merge customers that are close to each other in order to increase the driving distance. This 
means that a box driver will be responsible for more destinations. It also means that the flow 
must be balanced since the demand variates for each customer as well as the driving distance. 

Moreover, the human behavior, described in section 6.1.3 as the “McDonald’s sign”, creates 
fluctuations in the box flow, which makes it difficult to manage the delivering process 
efficiently. According to TFK (2002) must a flow be balanced and well-organized in order to 
be efficient and this aligns with the aim of having as standardized and autonomic processes as 
possible. The case of aiming towards standardized processes would decrease the effect of 
human behaviours. Hence, the box flow would therefore include less mistakes by humans, and 
consequently reduce fluctuations. According Lumsden (2012), this ambition leads to higher 
resource utilization, even when the demand is low, considering a reduced involvement of 
humans.  

7.2.2 Allocation of Boxes 
As mentioned are the capacity of the racks not fully used, considering its weight and volume. 
However, all types of boxes are currently not stored at the logistics center, where cardboard 
boxes, containing low value components, are included in another box flow. Delivered by an 
external part. An option to increase the racks resource utilization, is to apply the cardboard 
boxes in the same box flow. In addition to an increased resource utilization, the safety in the 
assembly building would also increase, since the internal traffic decreases. 

7.2.3 Reordering 
The reordering system can be improved by scanning on empty boxes instead of today’s method. 
This aligns with Kroemer and Grandjean (2009) aspects regarding the ergonomics. Motions 
that would decrease are tensions on head and the upper body as well as twisting and turning, 
since there is no need to stop the vehicle in order to search where reordering must be made. 
The process of reordering on empty boxes was problematic in an earlier stage at Scania Engine 
Assembly due to confusion of who is responsible for which box. It happened because, once 
boxes were empty, they were placed at different material facades by the operators, belonging 
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to another customer. It is therefore important with standardizations where trust and 
responsibility are important factors, to support right empty boxes are placed at right material 
facade. To decrease the mistakes of misplacing empty boxes, merging adjoining customer 
could be an option. MS relative to Scania Engine Assembly uses Kanban cards to reorder 
boxes. This process requires operators that only focusing on picking up empty boxes which 
does not align with how the delivering process should be managed. Considering two different 
cycles when collecting empty boxes, and dropping of boxes and well as reorder new ones. 

7.2.4 Racks 
The number of boxes that are transported by the box driver at Scania Engine Assembly, with 
an average of 12 boxes, differs from MZA that transports a total of 20 boxes each cycle. The 
racks at MZA is mostly smaller width, compared to the racks at Scania Engine Assembly. 
However, the efficiency, regarding recourse utilization, of the racks is higher at MZA. They do 
also have the possibilities of picking up two racks, considering the racks’ dimensions, which 
generates a total of 40 boxes in one cycle. As a result, lower total time per box. The box driver 
at Scania Engine Assembly needs to bring more boxes during the delivering process in order 
to lower time per box. It aligns with a need to increase and use the full capacity of the racks. 

7.2.5 Transportation Equipment 
The delivering process that today consist of one box driver transporting one rack to a customer 
differ from MZA, that instead uses two racks. By transporting more racks during the delivering 
process increases the cycle time and minimize wastes in form of fixed times, such as picking 
up a rack. There are also some aspects that must be considered while managing several racks. 
The number of boxes increases and it is therefore important to have fewer stops during a 
delivering cycle, since the box driver needs to walk out of the vehicle in order to e.g. drop off 
boxes at material facades. Since the first box cost most in time, it is important to have racks 
with maximized resource utilization.  

7.3 Material Handling Equipment 
The following section is presenting an analysis between the different material handling 
equipment. They are individually evaluated with scores against Scania’s SHE-standard, 
explained in section 4.2, and other preferable criteria. Such as capacity & delivery, flexibility 
and wastes aligned with SPS. Lastly, a summary of the scores are presented. However, an 
additional dictionary is presented,  Table 6. It consists of valuable explanations of keywords 
used during the evaluations.  

Table 6: Dictionary of essential keywords 

Name Explanation 
Equipment Everything except the vehicle and racks 
Trolley A wheeled stand used for carrying cargoes 
Forks The parts outside the horizontal order picker that carries racks  
Connector Devices that connect racks together 
Frames A part of the equipment intended to serve as support for trolleys  
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7.3.1 Current Practice - Horizontal Order Picker 
Considering the current practice, it provides a well-organized ergonomics work environment. 
Since the box driver operates from inside the horizontal order picker, whilst the forks can adjust 
the height a rack from the ground, it is possible to work ergonomically. Between the distance 
of knees and shoulders. The racks are also designed to support an ergonomic workspace, based 
on Scania’s SHE-standard. Hence, the combination of rack together with the equipment is 
aligned with the theoretical guidelines of Kroemer and Grandjean (2009). Further, when 
dropping off boxes at consumption locations, arms are not kept outstretched for a longer time.  
As the distance gaps between the box driver and consumption locations are small. This smaller 
gap also enables a working area close to the eyes. Lastly, the horizontal order picker has an 
adjustable deck, which supports ergonomic lifts. Thus, box drivers’ arm movements are 
supported to either be in opposition to each other or symmetrical.  

However, the horizontal order picker has some identified limitations. Such as, capacity, wastes, 
and flexibility. Since the racks are transported on the equipment’s forks, it is not possible to 
increase the number of racks loaded on the horizontal order picker. Yet, if the dimensions of 
today’s racks would be adjusted, there is a possibility to transport two racks, alternatively a 
larger rack, at the same time. For example, as mentioned in previous section, the current 
practices at MZA. Considering the capacity limitation of one rack, a lot of wastes aligned with 
SPS occur. Such as fixed parameters within in the delivering cycle. That is, back and forth 
transportations between rack platform and the first delivering point at consumption locations. 
Also, the fixed handling operations, presented in Appendix 5. For example, picking up a loaded 
rack and dropping off an empty rack. 

The current practice with one horizontal order picker and one rack is a flexible and easy 
maneuverable solution. For example, with high traffic inside the assembly building, it is easy 
to reverse and give space for employees delivering components of other material flows. 
However, it generates a lower safety and impacts the environment within the assembly building 
in terms of its own impact to higher traffic.  

7.3.2 Linde Bridge-Frame 
The Linde Bright-Frame LT-B has a capacity of four trailers. It also has a loading dimension 
of trolleys between 60 x 80 cm to 160 x 120 cm, with special dimensions on requests. The 
moveable bar enables the two cargoes to be transported safely, where max height on cargoes 
is 1,8 meters. The dimensions of today’s racks are 140 cm height, 115 cm depth and 100 cm 
width. Hence, they have a dimension that would result in a possibility to transport two racks in 
one trailer, which results in a capacity of eight racks. This capacity enables a possibility to 
reduce the number of box drivers, i.e. traffic, inside the building. As a result, improved safety 
around the assembly environment. Considering the max weight per trailer, which is 2 tons, it 
is still possible to load two racks, since each rack weights approximately 420 kg.  

Regardless of the dimensions and weights, there is a need to redesign the racks in order to 
function with this equipment. Wheels and a frame under the racks are needed to be installed, 
in order function as trolleys. This also enables to manually handle the racks, without a need of 
forklifts. It greatly decreases risk of injuries in the assembly environment (Rechnitzer & 
Larsson, 1992). However, to support ergonomic handling operations of the racks, the wheels 
need to support drag and pull tasks not higher than 150 Newton. The equipment has also a 
securing latch for trolleys. It generates a higher safety since it avoids racks rolling uncontrolled 
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when lowered to the ground. An illustration of two racks manually loaded on one trailer is 
shown in Figure 32. 

 
Figure 32: Linde Bridge-Frame 

Since it is open from two sides, it is easy for employees to both load the trailers with racks as 
well as dropping off boxes at both sides. It reduces wastes, such as unnecessary motions. On 
the other hand, other wastes such as increased transportations by foot increases. Since the 
equipment is rather big, two trailers connected to an order picker is approximately 9,4 meter in 
total length. Thus, there is a long distance to walk every time boxes are dropped off at 
consumption locations. Since boxes frequently are dropped off during a delivering cycle, this 
equipment would not be ideal. According to Lumsden (2012), it would generate a low resource 
utilization, in terms of chain imbalances. A work procedure where the entire rack is dropped 
off at the consumption location would better suit this equipment.  

The trailers have optional 4-wheel/2-wheel steering, which makes it follows smoothly and 
capable to manage tight spaces and turns. The needed driveway width to do a 90-degree curve, 
one trailer needs approximately 2,3 meter and two trailers 2,4 meter. The required driveway 
widths to do a U-turn is 3,9 meter and 4,2 meter. Considering these measurements, the 
equipment is more reliable and safe for customers where few U-turns are needed and 90 degree 
curves. For example, Sydney and London since the driving path is mostly straight. A worse 
example would be Aten, considering the tight space and compressed area of material facades.      

7.3.3 Linde Universal 
The universal equipment is fairly the same compared to Bridge-Frame, in terms of ergonomics, 
safety and environment. The differences are in flexibility and wastes that occur. As the Figure 
33 illustrates, only one side is open when unloading/loading trolleys, i.e. racks on the 
equipment.  

 
Figure 33: Linde Universal 

As a result, there must be a standardized picking and loading process, to avoid unnecessary 
motions and transportations. Such as, a need to drive around the equipment when a loaded rack 
must be placed on one of the trailers. Although the Universal does not have a moveable bar in 
its center, the equipment is roughly as large as the Bridge-Frame as well as its required 
driveway widths.  
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7.3.4 Helge Nyberg Custom Solutions 
The custom solution offers numerous of unique possibilities that could be customized to meet 
the demands and requirement. Both regarding the dimensions and functions of racks, as well 
as how they are connected to build a safe and ergonomic train. An illustration is shown in 
Figure 34. 

 
Figure 34: Custom solution, racks connected as a train. Adapted from Helge-Nyberg (2017) 

It is possible to adapt the height of the racks to provide a procedure when dropping of boxes 
that supports ergonomic lifts. There are also different wheels and solutions that supports the 
possibility to still use the same racks during the picking and delivering cycle. Such as, slots 
under the racks to enable order pickers in the picking cycle to load racks on the forks. Further, 
during the delivering cycle, they are supported by wheels to provide drag and pull tasks not 
above 150 newtons. There is also a possibility to choose between 4-wheel/2-wheel steering, 
with the same outcome as the Linde’s equipment. The driveway widths for 90-degree curves 
and U-turns are also around the same radius. 

There are also possibilities to easily and ergonomically connect the rack to each other to build 
a custom-made train. The solution does only need one connector attached on each rack, which 
generates a flexible and situational solutions, depending on the current flow of boxes. That is, 
no other equipment is needed except fewer or additional racks. Consequently, no additional 
costs or services. The procedure when connecting or disconnecting racks can be done by 
pressing down the foot on its spring. It is an advantage through an ergonomic perspective, to 
avoid work below the knees (Kroemer & Grandjean, 2009). 

Considering the length of these solutions are obviously depending on how many racks being 
connected together. However, by comparing it with the length of two Linde trailers, 9.4 m, the 
total length would be smaller. It is mainly because of the length of connectors and the frames. 
Since the racks do not need any frames, no additional space is required. In addition, the length 
of the connectors may also be reduced, as the total dimension of the racks they support are 
smaller. Hence, this solution has a reduced waste in terms of unnecessary motions, since the 
transportations by foot is not as big as with Linde’s equipment.  

A disadvantage with the custom solution is complications considering the possibility to reverse. 
As opposed to the Linde equipment, there are no frames increasing the stability. Yet, every 
equipment/solution that function as a train will have reduced flexibility in traffic. However, by 
comparing both Linde’s and the custom solution’s equipment against today’s horizontal order 
picker, the reduced flexibility may affect the work environment positively. Since train 
equipment must have capacity to transport several racks at the same time, the total traffic in 
the assembly building will decrease. In addition, a safety aspect is the risk of accidents that can 
occur when doing reverses.  
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7.4 Summary of the Perceived Pros and Cons for the Equipment  
The following section is presenting a summary of pros and cons among the different material 
handling equipment. Each equipment is compared to the current equipment, the horizontal 
order picker. To utilize a comparison, each equipment is compared against the six criteria, and 
given a score between one to five. Where five is the highest rank/score.  

7.4.1 Health/Ergonomics 
Today’s equipment, horizontal order picker, is ranked as five. Mainly because it is currently 
the best in practice considering possibilities to operate within the vehicle, with the ergonomic 
supports. Linde, the Universal and Bridge-Frame, are ranked as two. The ergonomic function 
they offer is mainly the possibility to lift the racks electrically from the ground, by pushing a 
button. The custom solution is however ranked as three. This equipment has a possibility to 
connect or disconnect racks with the foot, which Linde does not. Other factors that would 
increase the rank of Linde and the custom solution would be changes of how the racks are 
designed. Another factor of why the custom solution is ranked one higher than Linde is the 
possibility to customize the racks in a larger scale. It does not need to take the frames and other 
parts of the equipment into account.  

7.4.2 Safety 
The horizontal order picker is ranked as three. The factors affecting the ranking is mainly 
correlated to its flexibility and speed. It is possible to drive quicker, maneuver and reverse 
when needed. However, it increases the risks within the assembly building. Also, its forks 
increase the risks to generate accidents and damages. The both Linde equipment are ranked as 
three as well. Their disadvantages are mainly the size of the train, a lot of space is required, 
and a slightly poorer view. However, the racks are lifted with the trolleys above the ground, 
and are secured electrically to sustain stability. The custom solution is ranked as four. It is 
mostly because its total size is smaller, since it does not need any frames and has smaller 
connectors. It does also affect the overall view in a positive way. However, its disadvantage is 
to entrust in the design of slots and wheels under the rack to sustain its stability.  

7.4.3 Environment 
The horizontal order picker is ranked as two. The fundamental factor affecting a lower score is 
concerned to the internal traffic it generates, inside the assembly building. Since it has the 
capacity to transport one rack at a time, there are constantly transportations back and forth 
between the rack platform and consumption locations. Linde’s equipment is ranked as three 
and the custom solution as four. It is also correlated to the internal traffic. Since they can carry 
more racks in the same delivering cycle, lesser transportations occur. However, the custom 
solution scored one rank higher, essentially because its total size is smaller. 

7.4.4 Capacity and Delivery 
Today’s equipment, horizontal order picker, is ranked as three. Regarding the current situation, 
only one rack at a time has the possibility to be loaded on the vehicle. However, if changes are 
made, i.e. the dimensions of each rack, there is an option to load up to two racks. Another factor 
is the delivering procedure. Since the rack is close to the box driver, there is no need to leave 
the vehicle when dropping of boxes at consumption locations. The other three equipment are 
ranked the same, as four. It is mainly because they have the same possibility to load several 
racks. Still, it is obligatory to step out of the vehicle when dropping off boxes.   
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7.4.5 Flexibility 
The current equipment is ranked highest in flexibility, as four. It is mostly due to the possibility 
to work close to the consumption location as well as its maneuverability. It has potential to 
easily reverse and adjust its location when situational events occur inside the assembly 
building. Both Linde Bridge-Frame and the custom solution are ranked as three. The Bridge-
Frame is ranked as three mostly because its possibility to load racks on the equipment from 
both sides, which the custom solution has as well. However, Linde’s Universal equipment does 
only have the possibility to load racks from one side, which reduces its score in flexibility. 

7.4.6 Wastes 
The horizontal order picker is ranked as two. Primarily because all the wastes, aligned with 
SPS, that occur during each delivering cycle. The wastes are mostly the unnecessary 
transportation distances and fixed parameters that are correlated within these activities. The 
Linde Universal equipment is also ranked as two. A lot of excessive movements occurs 
considering the inaccessibility to load racks from both sides on the equipment. Linde Bridge-
Frame and the custom solution is quite similar. However, the Bridge-Frame is ranked as three 
whilst the custom solution is ranked as four. They have the same possibility to drop off boxes 
from both sides, yet the custom solution provides a lesser distance to transport by foot when 
dropping of boxes. Since the custom solution does not need any frames as well has shorter 
connectors, the distance each box driver must walk to reach each rack is smaller.  

Below, Table 7 is presenting a summary between the different equipment’s rankings. Each 
parameter included in the SHE-standard has been weighted as two, since they are equally 
important. However, the remaining three parameters have been weighted as one.  

Table 7: Summary of the equipment's rankings 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The custom solution reached the highest total ranking, 33. Yet, the current equipment reached 
a total ranking, 29, close to the custom solution. If racks are modified to enable the current 
vehicle to utilize a capacity of two racks, alternatively one bigger rack, the ranking would most 
likely favour the current equipment. It would get higher ranking on every parameter, except 
health/ergonomics and safety. Hence, despite the winning material handling equipment, there 
is a value to investigate the current option further. 

Criteria Weight Bridge- 
Frame 

Universal Custom Current 

 

    
Health / 
Ergonomics 2 4 4 6 10 

Safety 2 6 6 8 6 

Environment 2 6 6 8 4 
Capacity & 
delivery 1 4 4 4 3 

Flexibility 1 3 2 3 4 

Wastes 1 3 2 4 2 
Total score 26 24 33 29 
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8 Conclusions 

The chapter presents conclusions of the analysis, which covered the three different research 
questions. The conclusions are jointly building up foundations, named as key factors, 
answering research question three. The following chapter, 9 Business Case, is managing the 
fourth and final research question, which uses the key factors to conclude an efficient process 
of supplying boxes. 

Several key factors have been identified from the analysis to make the internal material flow 
more efficient in an assembly environment. These key factors have been summarized and are 
presented in Figure 35. Briefly, these key factors are guidelines to make it possible to meet 
expected deliveries of the research. 

 
Figure 35: Improvements for better logistics efficiency 

Reduce Total Transportation Distance 
The total transportation distance is a fundamental key factor, when transporting from point A 
to point B. Today, the transportation distance includes several non-valuable activities, which 
increases the total lead time. The ambition should be to reduce, or ultimately remove those 
activities, to increase the efficiency. In addition, all activities between point A and B should be 
as autonomic and standardized as possible, to reduce fluctuations caused by human behaviors. 

Efficient Material Handling Equipment 
Today’s material handling equipment, used in the delivering process, is not the most suitable 
in an engine assembly building. To reduce the total distance, between point A and point B, it 
is preferable to use other vehicles that can transport more racks, i.e. more boxes. It has proven 
that a custom-made train is the most favorable one. Alternatively, a modified box truck to 
transport more racks or a larger rack at the same time. They reduce the lead time, increases 
efficiency, make it possible to reduce time per box delivered, and provides an environment that 
is both safer as well as balanced.  

Increase Transportation Volume 
Adjust equipment’s to increase the transportation volume is the second critical factor. A rack 
must be adjusted to fit the demand, ergonomics, and the capacity in order to optimize the 
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recourse utilization, reduce time per box and reduce wastes. In addition, a rack must also be 
designed to be functional both during the picking and delivering process, without any fork lifts. 
Possibilities to have either larger or two smaller racks are depending on a company’s situations, 
and requirements in terms of goals and needs. The racks that are used today have a significant 
low resource utilization, in terms of volume and weight. A redesign of the racks is necessary, 
since they are a contributing factor to increase the overall efficiency. 

Make Reordering More Efficient 
Today’s reordering process, by using Post-it, is insufficient in terms of lead time, efficiency 
and wastes. It should be replaced with a more relaying method, such as the Kanban-process by 
reordering on empty boxes. It does not need any installations or additional equipment. 
However, it requires a new mind set and changed human behavior of both box drivers and 
operators, to avoid mistakes.  

Make Delivering More Efficient 
Next, the delivering activities must be efficient. Both how the routes are designed as well as 
the material handling equipment and its racks. The aim should be to have as few stop as possible 
within the delivering process cycle, especially with trains, since the first box to deliver will 
cost the most in time. The racks should be designed in a way that makes it easy for a box driver 
to both ergonomically grab a box from the rack and be close to the consumption location when 
dropping it off. Another aspect that increases the efficiency is the arrangement of racks. It takes 
additional time to walk to the rack that is furthest away, and unnecessary wastes occur. It is 
important to have the rack with the most number of boxes closest to the vehicle, to reduce the 
time of unnecessary motions. The second parameter affecting the arrangement of racks are the 
design of consumption locations. Those with a design that enables a delivering procedure 
where several boxes are dropped off, around the same stop, could favour to be placed further 
back. 

Capacity at Consumption Location 
Lastly, it is important to have the cover time in mind, when increasing the delivering efficiency. 
There should always be a capacity at the consumption location to maintain continuously 
production. The cover time must hold out twice the cycle time. Thus, it is not only necessary 
to balance the cycle time between picking and delivering, but also align them with a justified 
cover time.  
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9 Business Case 

The following chapter presents a business case, based on the research’s conclusions. It aims 
to answer research question four, to deliver a concept of how the delivering process of boxes 
should be organized. That is, how the different material handling operations and equipment 
should be utilized, to achieve an overall increased efficiency. Firstly, several restrictions to the 
business case are presented, i.e. rules applied to the case. Next, different alternatives are 
calculated and compared sequentially. Lastly, the chapter presents a Value Stream Map of the 
future state, based the Business Case’s outcome. 

The restrictions applied to the business case have been chosen on regards from Scania, as well 
as foundations of the results in previous chapter. The business case has different alternatives, 
where each alternative is compared against each other. Both calculations and analysis of 
numeric data are foundations of the comparisons. 

Restrictions  

• Each customer per zone must be fed with boxes throughout each delivering cycle. 
• The material handling equipment is custom solution, building trains with modified 

racks.  
o Despite the outcomes of the evaluations, an advanced current box truck would 

still be possible to use as a material handling equipment.  
• The rack platform is removed. Each box driver is picking up the racks at the “LC 

buffer”, and thereafter directly driving to consumption locations. 
• Calculations are based on numeric data from exclusively day shifts. 
• New dimensions and designs of racks are not considered.   

Alternatives 

• Which customers should be merged, to increase and balance the material flow. 
o Also, is it possible to decrease number of box drivers?  

• How should the racks efficiently be arranged, to reduce most wastes, aligned with SPS? 
• How many racks per delivering cycle should each material handling equipment carry? 
• On what box size should each customer base its limitation, regarding a request label’s 

maximum number of boxes.  
• What delivering cycle should each customer have, to be balanced with the picking 

cycle, cover time, and simultaneously reduce box per minute? 

9.1 Merging Customers  
To balance the box flow by merging customers, each zone must be studied. Parameters to be 
considered are; how close they are to each other, average number of boxes delivered per day, 
capacity, driving distance, and the delivering cycle time. By studying Appendix 2, there is a 
possibility to balance the box flow by merging Aten and Moskva with Peking, merging Paris 
and Sydney with Rom, and let Belgrad and London be together as before. Hence, three “new 
zones”. Figure 36 visualizes the balanced box flow.  
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Figure 36: Merged customers - Average boxes per day 

By examining Figure 28 in section 5.6, each new zone has customers close to each other. In 
addition, both Aten and Moskva are in the same zone, which is preferable considering the 
jointly feeding of boxes to the V8-line. However, there is a need to calculate if the capacity to 
feed three zones with only three box drivers is possible. To do so, theoretically, Belgrad and 
London should be jointly compared to the other two zones, regarding number of boxes 
delivered per day. Also, the differences between box sizes, since it is correlated to racks’ 
capacity. By examining Appendix 1, Belgrad mostly has large boxes, whilst London mostly 
has small boxes. Thus, an average of medium boxes is delivered within this box flow, by 
merging the sizes’ dimensions. The conclusion is based on the fact that one large box has the 
same dimension as four smaller boxes, or two medium boxes.  Subsequently, Zone 2 also have 
an average of medium sizes boxes. The same theoretical conclusion can be applied to the third 
zone.  

Another important aspect to take into consideration when merging zones is the available 
capacity, regarding the workload of box drivers. By examining Appendix 9, a theoretical 
capacity can be calculated. It is shown in Figure 37. 

 
Figure 37: Box drivers' capacity 

Since Thursdays has the biggest flow of racks, i.e. boxes, it is a justified basis. The Appendix 
9 shows 14 transportations between the logistics center and assembly building, during a day 
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shift. In addition, each transportation does mostly include one rack per customer. Except 
Moskva, considering its low box flow. However, since one box driver is responsible for two 
customers each, with an average of 12 boxes per rack, a theoretical capacity is, 14·12·2, 336 
boxes / day. In addition, the same calculation when counting on today’s limitation of 16 boxes 
per rack would result in a capacity to handle 448 boxes / day per box driver. These theoretical 
calculations show a possibility to manage the entire box flow, with only three box drivers. 
However, further research has the be made to justify it. Since each box driver is managing other 
flows of material, except boxes. These flows are not within the scope of the research.  

9.2 Arrangement and Number of Racks 
Regarding efficient arrangements of racks, essentially two factors must be considered, to 
reduce wastes as much as possible. Both which customer that has the most average of boxes to 
be delivered, and what customer that has consumption locations with a design that enables a 
delivering procedure where several boxes are dropped off, around the same stop. Considering 
the first factor, an evaluation can identify the arrangements by examining Appendix 2. Both 
Belgrad and London has approximately the same average of boxes per day. Hence, no specific 
arrangement of racks is necessary. However, the other two zones have distinct differences. 
Regarding Zone 2, Aten has a bigger flow of boxes, as compared to Moskva. Further, Peking’s 
box flow is on average in the middle, as compared to Moskva and Aten. Considering Zone 3, 
Sydney has truly the biggest flow of boxes. Rom’s box flow is in between Sydney and Paris, 
where Paris has the lowest flow of boxes. The concluded arrangements are summarized below, 
Table 8, where the sequence starts with the rack closest to the vehicle. 

Table 8: Arrangement of racks per zone 

Zones Arrangements of racks 
Zone 1 Decide on what is most convenient to the situation 
Zone 2 Aten => Peking => Moskva 
Zone 3 Sydney => Rom => Paris 
  

The second factor is concerned with where most boxes per stop can be delivered. That is 
correlated to how each customers’ consumption location is designed. For example, if there are 
a several material facades along U-turns in a delivering cycle. If that is the case, more boxes 
are delivered from the same spot. A lot of unnecessary movements would be decreased if those 
racks are arranged further back. Thus, this second factor can have a significant part when 
determining the arrangements of racks. However, further research and analysis of consumption 
locations’ designs must be conducted, to justify a recommendation.  

When the arrangement is concluded, it is of value to evaluate number of racks during each 
delivering cycle. Essentially three factors should be taken into account. Today’s fill rate, most 
frequent delivered box size per customer, and the average number of boxes delivered per 
customer. Considering today’s fill rate of 39 percent, there is 61 percent that is not used of a 
rack’s capacity. Even though it is already recommended to redesign today’s racks, the 
evaluation has to be based on today’s capacity. It indicates that, at least, 24 boxes, per rack 
could on average be transported. It also aligns with the evaluation in subsection 9.1, that 
medium box dimensions are the average delivered boxes. Hence, theoretically at least the 
doubled average boxes per rack could be loaded on each rack, since two medium boxes have 
the same dimension as one large box.  
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By examining Appendix 1, valuable insights are given. Since London and Belgrad each have 
the two highest flow of boxes, with large boxes as most frequent at Belgrad, they should have 
two racks. However, Zone 2 and Zone 3 could reach a total number of two racks as well. The 
number of racks per zone and its calculations, based on an average of 24 boxes, are shown in 
Table 9.  

Table 9: Number of racks per zone 

Zones Number of racks  
Zone 1  Belgrad    London  

 
 
Number of boxes per size (Shared rack) 

Zone 2  Aten         Peking + Moskva 
 

Large = 40 % = 10  
Medium = 30 % = 7  
Small = 30 % = 7  
Total = 100 % = 24 boxes (15 large boxes) 

Zone 3  Sydney     Rom + Paris 
 

Large = 36 % = 9 
Medium = 44 % = 10 
Small = 20 % = 5  
Total = 100 % = 24 boxes (15 large boxes) 

   
Peking has mostly large boxes and Moskva equally as many large as medium boxes. Also, the 
flow of boxes is quite low at Peking and Moskva. In addition, approximately 40 percent of all 
boxes between the two customers are large boxes, 30 percent medium, and 30 percent small. 
Thus, theoretically, it should be possible to transport both Peking and Moskva on the same 
rack. Since they, together, cover a total of 15/16 large boxes, or 24 boxes. The percentage of 
medium and small boxes have been converted to large boxes, in regard to their dimensions. 
The same reasoning can be applied to Zone 3, but Rom mostly has medium boxes. 
Approximately 36 percent of all boxes between the two customers are large boxes, 44 percent 
medium, and 20 percent small boxes. Both cover a total of 15/16 large boxes, or 24 boxes. An 
alternative to divide each rack efficiently in two different customers, could be to distribute two 
levels of the rack to each customer. With separate flags. However, since 24 boxes are an 
average, there is a risk some boxes might not be included in same request labels. Thus, if 
additional large boxes are reordered. It must be further researched, if it works in practice. 
Options such as transfer those boxes to the second racks could be solutions to these events, or 
change sizes of request labels. 

9.3 Resource Utilization and Reordering Process 
The next evaluation is concerned with the correlation between resource utilization and the 
reordering process. Today, the maximum number of boxes, included in a request label, is 
limited to 16. The limitation is set due to number of large boxes a rack can fill. However, this 
limitation is one key factor to the low resource utilization of racks’ capacity, 39 percent. When 
examining Appendix 1, one of two other alternatives should be the basis of reordering. Every 
request label should either be based on solely medium boxes or adjusted to respective customer. 
Solely medium boxes generate a consistent reordering process for every customer, as well as 
work load for the picking process. The box flows distributed between the three zones customers 
are also on average medium sized boxes, seen through a dimensional perspective.  
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Adjust the size of request labels to specific customers, is an alternative considering the 
differences of most frequent box sizes at each customer. It would be an advantage considering 
the number of boxes loaded on a rack during each delivering cycle. In order to decrease the 
box per minute. However, considering the overall balance of the box flow, it has a significant 
negative impact. The workload and cycle time at the picking process would as a result gain 
numerous fluctuations. Also, customers that reorder e.g. on small boxes, would likely more 
often suffer of large boxes delivered too late.  

The evaluation in previous section, of merging three racks into two, do also increase the 
resource utilization, which must be considered. By taking that into account, as well as the 
evaluations above, a reordering process based on medium sized boxes should be utilized. That 
means, a request label including a maximum of 32 boxes. Where the average of boxes per rack 
is 24, which stands for a fill rate of 78 percent, in volume. That is, 12,5/16 large boxes. It works 
for Zone 1, since it is the approximately the doubled cycle time, considering two customers in 
one cycle, 12 boxes per customer. Even though Peking + Moskva, and Rom + Paris respectively 
share one rack, it should be possible considering that Moskva and Paris have lower box flow. 
It also favours the two shared racks, since there is a theoretical capacity of 8 more medium 
boxes, if their flow of boxes would temporarily increase. However, further research of its 
application in real life must be made, aligned with how the racks should be designed.  

9.4 Delivering Cycles 
Regarding the delivering cycle, following calculations are based on the average times that have 
been used throughout the research, found in Appendix 5. One important factor to consider, 
when evaluating possible delivering cycles, are the synchronisation with picking cycle. The 
picking cycle cannot be too short, yet not too long. If it is too short, racks will build too much 
buffers. As opposed, racks are not ready to be picked up by the box drivers if the picking cycle 
is too long. Firstly, each zone’s delivering cycle must be calculated. To justify a more reliable 
delivering cycle time, each customer’s specific “Driving” parameter will be considered. Thus, 
not an average between all customers. The specific fixed parameter “driving” for each customer 
can be found in Appendix 5. Remaining times to consider are the variable parameters. The 
variable time per box is 22 seconds. Zone 1 has two racks, with an average of 24 boxes per 
rack, which results in a total of 17.6 minutes. Consequently, Zone 2 and Zone 3 have two racks, 
resulting in a total of 17,6 minutes as well. 

The distance between “LC buffer” and each customer is the next factor to consider, to calculate 
the total delivering cycles. Based on the blueprints of the future state, the distance can be 
calculated. A summary of the distances, in meters, can be found in Appendix 10 & Appendix 
11. Next, an average of a box driver’s speed is estimated. It can be determined by studying 
three customers driving distances versus its fixed “Driving” parameter. The results in Appendix 
10 & Appendix 11 shows that a box driver travels 1,15 meters per second. However, when 
traveling within the “LC area”, the box driver travels 2,30 meters per second. Considering 
lesser traffic and interruptions. By combining the driving distance and the speed, a traveling 
time per customer is calculated. It includes the time it takes to travel to the first customer, and 
the time from last customer back to the “LC buffer”. Table 10 presents the total delivering 
cycle for each zone.  
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Table 10: Total delivering cycle 

Zones Fixed cycle time Variable cycle time Travel time Total delivering cycle 
Zone 1 7,9 min 17,6 min 5,7 min 31,2 min 
Zone 2 16,1 min 17,6 min 4,7 min 38,4 min 
Zone 3 13 min 17,6 min 4,1 min 34,7 min 
     

Regarding the picking cycle, it is based on the number of boxes that are loaded on each rack. 
Since it takes on average 28 seconds to pick one box, whilst the new average fill rate is 24 
boxes, the picking cycle time per rack is 11,2 minutes. However, to evaluate if the cycle time 
is well-organized with the delivering cycle, the total racks must be considered. There are now 
six racks to be loaded with boxes, which means 11,2·6 minutes. But there are two employees 
within the picking cycle, which results in a total cycle time of 11,2·3 minutes. Hence, a total 
picking cycle time of 33,6 minutes for six racks.  

However, to investigate if the picking cycle is balanced with delivering cycle, an average of 
the three zones’ cycle times has to be calculated. To justify a time when six racks have to be 
loaded and ready to be picked up by the box driver. The aggregate delivering cycle is 104,3 
minutes, and divided with three gives an average of 34,7 minutes. Thus, the three delivering 
cycles are reasonable balanced, regarding the capacity at the picking process. Approximately, 
the picking cycle is one minute faster. Yet, it is in a perfect world. Regarding the cover time, it 
has no implications to hold respectively delivering cycle.  The conclusion of the evaluation is 
that the box flow is balanced, with minimum wastes.  

9.5 Value Stream Mapping of Future State  
Based on the Business Case’s outcome, a VSM has been conducted. It follows the same 
procedure as in the current situation, but redesigned to align with the concept. Presented in 
Figure 38 

 
Figure 38: Value stream map of the future state 
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The VSM follows one batch, that is 2 racks, with an average of 48 boxes. First, the value-added 
picking process is estimated to 11,2 minutes. Next is the LC buffer. The 17,4 minutes is 
calculated by dividing the delivering cycle time with two. It gives the average time two racks 
are waiting to be picked up by the box drivers. The following processes is when the racks are 
being transported throughout the delivering process, as in the current situation, but based on 
the evaluations’ result.  

By summarizing the different activities, a new lead time and percentual value-added time are 
calculated. The value-added activities have increased from 10 minutes to 28,8 minutes. Non-
value-added activities have decreased from 48,5 minutes to 17,4 minutes. Mostly because the 
rack platform has been removed. However, the necessary but non-value-added activities have 
increased from 13 minutes to 17,2 minutes. It is mostly because of the necessity to have longer 
distances to drive. Lastly, the lead time decreased from 71,5 minutes to 63,4 minutes, and 
simultaneously increased the value-added time from 14 percent to 45 percent.  

Lastly, the new time per box can be calculated. The different times per box are presented in 
Table 11 below. 

Table 11: The different times per box 

Values Today's Practice Future state - Box truck Future state - Train / two racks 
Total Fixed 00:12:57 00:08:13 00:18:05 
Total Variable 00:50,0 00:50,0 00:50,0 
Boxes / cycle 12 12 48 
Total time / box 00:01:55 00:01:31 00:01:13 

 
By adapting the current time per box model, Appendix 12, to align with the concept and VSM. 
As a result of including all fixed parameter, variable parameters, and 48 boxes during each 
delivering cycle, the time per box is 1 minute and 13 seconds. It is a big a difference, and much 
closer to the best practice, considering the current time per box, 1 minutes and 55 seconds. In 
addition, another calculation of time per box has been made, which applies today’s methods to 
manage the box flow on the future state. Thus, no changes have been made except that logistics 
center and assembly building is joint together. The reason for adding this calculation is to 
compare the outcome of the Business Case against today’s methods, without taking the changes 
into account. The model, Appendix 13, gives a time per box to 1 minute and 31 seconds. Hence, 
the outcome of the Business Case gives a time per box that is 18 seconds better, considering 
the methods, and 42 seconds better on a holistic view.  
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10   Recommendations 

The chapter provides recommendations based on the Business Case’s outcome. The 
recommendations are guideline and insights of how Scania should manage the box flow in the 
future state. Thus, to understand what is important and how the overall efficiency may be 
increased. 

Following recommendations are given to Scania to fulfill the expected benefits of this research: 

• Use custom-made trains or advanced horizontal order picker as material handling 
equipment 

• Utilize the reordering process by scanning on empty boxes 
• Request labels should be based on a limitation of 32, medium, boxes 

o With an average of 24 boxes per rack 
• Remove all material handling operations between storage and consumption locations 

o Remove all types of fork lift operations 
• Merge customers to increase the efficiency and balance the box flow 

o Zone 1: Belgrad and London 
o Zone 2: Aten, Peking, and Moskva 
o Zone 3: Sydney, Rom, and Paris 

• Arrange the racks in order to reduce wastes, aligned with SPS. 
o Zone 1: Decide on what is most convenient to the situation 
o Zone 2: Aten => Peking => Moskva  
o Zone 3: Sydney => Rom => Paris 

• Reduce total number of racks, from eight to six racks 
o Zone 1: Rack 1 = Belgrad & Rack 2 = London 
o Zone 2: Rack 1 = Aten & Rack 2 = Peking + Moskva 
o Zone 3: Rack 1 = Sydney & Rack 2 = Rom + Paris 

• To balance the box flow, regarding cover time and reduced time per box, each zone 
should have following total delivering cycles: 

o Zone 1: 31 minutes and 12 seconds 
o Zone 2: 38 minutes and 34 seconds 
o Zone 3: 34 minutes and 42 seconds 

• The racks should be redesigned to increase/maintain the ergonomic handling operations 
of boxes, and adjusted to fit an optimized resource utilization in terms of volume and 
weight 

o Aligned to the chosen material handling equipment 
o Aligned to be usable during both picking and delivering process 

• Reduce human behaviors by standardizations and increased automatizations 
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11   Discussion 

Following chapter is discussing if the research has been successful or not, considering how 
well the research objective have been fulfilled. Also, aspects about validity and reliability, 
during the research’s process. Lastly, the chapter is presenting areas for further research.  

The purpose of this research has been to identify potential improvements, regarding internal 
material flow of boxes in an engine assembly environment. The stated research questions have 
been answered and thereby have also the research objective been fulfilled. Consequently, the 
stated expected benefits from Scania has been achieved.  

By implementing identified recommendations, the lead time will be reduced from 71,5 minutes 
to approximately 63,4 minutes, and simultaneously increased the value-added time from 14 
percent to 45 percent. The resource utilization of racks at the box flow will be increased, from 
39 percent to 75 percent. Further, time per box will be decreased significantly. From 1 minute 
and 55 seconds to 1 minute and 13 seconds, that is closer to best practice. As a contributing 
result, cost per box delivered will also be reduced. However, the last expected benefit about 
ergonomics is considered to be maintained. Since both the design and functions of racks and 
equipment are outside the research’s scope, ergonomics aspects are not measured in detail.  

This research has had a focus on the delivering process. However, the picking and reordering 
process have been time consuming and affected the time plan. Since there were no clear signs 
of what parts of the picking and reordering process that had to exclusively be considered, more 
than enough data was collected. A more direct focus on a specific area, in the beginning of the 
research, would increase the time efficiency.  

An important factor to mention is that there are uncertainties in the validity and reliability. The 
benchmarking has differed from each other since the benchmarking at MS was done at the 
actual place, as compared to MZA that was done through electronical interviews. Hence, the 
benchmarking at MS increase the validity and reliability, as opposed to the benchmarking at 
MZA. Furthermore, the scores given to the different material handling equipment were highly 
subjective. However, the scores have been based and referred to the results of analysis, which 
increases the reliability.  

Collected data e.g. cycle time is based on an average where more measurements would be 
preferable, to increase the validity and reliability. Also, the future state of the assembly building 
has not been built, and the concept will therefore be a hypothesis of how it would perform in 
the future environment. Hence, calculations and recommendations are functioning more as 
insights and guidelines for Scania. In order to understand what is important and how the overall 
efficiency may be increased. 
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11.1    Further Research 
The following section describes what further research that is recommended to be conducted, 
based on the Business Case. There are several areas that needs to be studied on a more specific 
level, in order to justify recommendations. 

The recommendations and Business Case are including several areas that have to be further 
studied. Firstly, specific measurements, such as turn radius and widths along the different 
consumption locations have not been made. The focus has been on a more holistic view of how 
to improve the material flow in an engine assembly environment. It is also correlated to further 
investigations regarding possibilities to either transport the racks with a custom-made train, or 
if it is better to use today’s vehicle with a larger rack or two smaller. Hence, further research is 
recommended for specific measurements and testing, considering the transportation activity.   

The designs and functions of racks and equipment must also be further investigated, in order 
to maintain or improve the ergonomics. Also, to make sure that it is possible to transport 48 
boxes during each cycle, which in return increases the resource utilization. Another important 
area is the shared racks, if there is capacity for Peking + Moskva and Rom + Paris to 
respectively share one rack each. It should definitely be evaluated and tested in real life. 

It is also of value to investigate possibilities to use automatic guided vehicle, to further improve 
the concept. For example, evaluate if it worth to use towing AGVs, both automatic and manual 
handled, between LC buffer and the removed Rack platform. An alternative would be 
automatic transportations between LC buffer and Rack platform, and manual handling of the 
vehicle when delivering boxes.   

Lastly, the Business Case’s outcome shows a capacity to manage the entire box flow with only 
three box drivers, instead of four. These theoretical calculations have to be further researched. 
Thus, each box driver is managing other flows of material, except boxes, and these flows are 
not within the scope of the research. It is possible to conclude, once all work load of a box 
driver has been included. 
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Appendices 
Appendix 1 
 Average ratio between reordered box sizes 

 

 

B1           35 percent 20 x 15 x 30 (Small) 

B2           25 percent 30 x 15 x 40  (Medium) 

B3           13 percent 40 x 15 x 60 

B4           1 percent   40 x 22 x 60 

MB         15 percent 30 x 20 x 40 

SB           11 percent 40 x 20 x 60 

The total number of boxes during 33 work days (2017).  
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Appendix 2 
Average ratio between box sizes at Scania Engine Assembly. 

The calculation is based on an average of 50 working days, exclusively during day shift. 
First, a diagram is presented for each customer. Next, a diagram is presented for each zone. 

 Total Average 
ATEN 7291 146 
BELGRAD 7668 153 
LONDON 7603 152 
MOSKVA 3896 78 
PARIS 3074 61 
PEKING 5300 106 
ROM 4994 100 
SYDNEY 7438 149 
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Appendix 3 
Average number of boxes per rack. 50 days, during day shift.  

Customer Boxes / month Average boxes / day Average boxes / rack 

ATEN 2933 154 11 

BELGRAD 4755 250 12 

LONDON 5404 284 15 

MOSKVA 1580 83 10 

PARIS 2482 131 10 

PEKING 2982 157 11 

ROM 3171 167 12 

SYDNEY 5229 275 14 

Total average / rack   12 
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Appendix 4 
Symbol Description 

 

Logistics center 
This is where the picking process is and the location for the receiving of 
the reordering signal. 

  

Process 
Process, operation, where the material is being handled 
 

 

Information box 
Information about the process, i.e. cycle time, change over and shift 

 
Starting arrow 
This is where the VSM starts and in what direction 

 
Material flow/Pull 
Indicating pull flow and movement of material 

 
Electronical information flow 
 

 

Buffer 
WIP or component buffer to each process  

 

Rack 
A rack filled with boxes 

 

Truck  
Truck transporting racks 

 

Forklift 
Forklift transporting racks 

 

Box truck with one rack 
Driving racks for delivering and reordering process 

 
Box truck with two racks 
Driving racks for delivering and reordering process 

 

Intertwined process 
A process that is intertwined with another process 

 

Order System 
Electronic order system 

 

Timeline 
Time for each process divided in value added, non-value added, and 
non-value added but necessary time. 
 

 

Timeline Total 
Total time for all processes including lead time and the percentage of 
the value added time 

Order System
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Appendix 5 
Efficiency Model – Time per box (Current situation) 
Each activity during the delivering cycle have been identified and calculated as average below. 
The fixed parameters are those that do not change, despite the number of boxes on one rack. 
They are also categorized as non-valuable activities. The variable parameters are increasing 
with the volume, and these are value-added activities. The total fixed time per box has been 
divided with 12, considering today’s average box/rack.  

PICKING               
Fixed               
Truck transportation     00:04:48         
Fork lift transportation     00:01:36         
Total fixed     00:06:24         
Variable               
Picking boxes     00:00:28         
Total variable     00:28,0         
DELIVERY           Average boxes / cycle 12 
Fixed               
Drop empty rack     00:00:20         
Pick loaded Rack     00:00:16         
Plan route     00:00:13         
Driving     00:05:44         
Total fixed     00:06:33         
Variable             
Order boxes     00:00:07         
Delivery of boxes     00:00:07         
Collect empty box     00:00:04         
Delivery of empty boxes     00:00:04         
Total variable     00:22,0         
TOTAL             
Fixed + variable     00:13:47         
Fixed time/box   12 00:01:05         
Variable time/box     00:00:50         
Total time/box     00:01:55         

Respectively customer’s “Driving” parameter is presented below.  

London 4 minutes 05 seconds 
Belgrad 2 minutes 58 seconds 
Sydney 7 minutes 54 seconds 
Paris 2 minutes 16 seconds 
Aten 4 minutes 30 seconds 
Moskva 4 minutes 
Rom 2 minutes  
Peking 6 minutes 47 seconds 
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Appendix 6 
Reasons for out-of-stock. 2 months and all customers 
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Appendix 7 
Average ratio between boxes at Zwolle 

w x h x l 

B1           67 percent  20 x 15 x 30 (small) 

B2           17 percent  30 x 15 x 40 (Medium) 

B3           12 percent  40 x 15 x 60 (large) 

B4           1.6 percent 40 x 22 x 60 (large) 

MB         0.4 percent 30 x 20 x 40 (Small/Medium) 

SB           2 percent    40 x 20 x 60 (Large) 

The total amount of boxes for one week with an average of 5362 per day. 
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Appendix 8  
Resource utilization 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

• 40 percent of all boxes are smaller, 33 percent medium, and 27 
percent larger 

• 3/12 boxes are large 

• 6.25/16 boxes  
• Today’s fill rate of racks is approximately 39percent 
• 61 percent of a racks capacity is not utilized 
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Appendix 9 
Box Scheduling 

Wednesday Thursday Friday 

Time Box out 1 Box out 2 Depart. Time Box out 1 Box out2 Depart. Time Box out 1 Box out2 Depart. 

Customers Customers Customers Customers Customers Customers 

07:05 Sydney, Paris    
London, Aten 

Belgrad, Rom  
Peking, Moskva 08:05 07:05 Sydney, Paris    

London, Aten 
Belgrad, Rom  

Peking, Moskva 08:05 07:05 Sydney, Paris    
London, Aten 

Belgrad, Rom  
Peking, Moskva 08:05 

07:35 Sydney, Paris    
London, Aten 

Belgrad, Rom  
Peking, 177 08:30 07:35 Sydney, Paris    

London, Aten 
Belgrad, Rom  
Peking, 177 08:30 07:35 Sydney, Paris    

London, Aten 
Belgrad, Rom  
Peking, 177 08:30 

08:05 Sydney, Paris    
London, Aten 

Belgrad, Rom  
Peking, Moskva 09:30 08:05 Sydney, Paris    

London, Aten 
Belgrad, Rom  

Peking, Moskva 09:30 08:05 Sydney, Paris    
London, Aten 

Belgrad, Rom  
Peking, Moskva 09:30 

08:35 Sydney, Paris    
London, Aten 

Belgrad, Rom  
Peking, 177 10:00 08:35 Sydney, Paris    

London, Aten 
Belgrad, Rom  
Peking, 177 10:00 08:35 Sydney, Paris    

London, Aten 
Belgrad, Rom  
Peking, 177 10:00 

09:35 Sydney, Paris    
London, Aten 

Belgrad, Rom  
Peking, Moskva 10:30 09:35 Sydney, Paris    

London, Aten 
Belgrad, Rom  

Peking, Moskva 10:30 09:35 Sydney, Paris    
London, Aten 

Belgrad, Rom  
Peking, Moskva 10:30 

10:05 Sydney, Paris    
London, Aten 

Belgrad, Rom  
Peking, 177 11:05 10:05 Sydney, Paris    

London, Aten 
Belgrad, Rom  
Peking, 177 11:05 10:05 Sydney, Paris    

London, Aten 
Belgrad, Rom  
Peking, 177 11:05 

10:45 Sydney, Paris    
London, Aten 

Belgrad, Rom  
Peking, Moskva 11:30 10:45 Sydney, Paris    

London, Aten 
Belgrad, Rom  

Peking, Moskva 11:30 10:45 Sydney, Paris    
London, Aten 

Belgrad, Rom  
Peking, Moskva 11:30 

11:15 Sydney, Paris    
London, Aten 

Belgrad, Rom  
Peking, 177 12:40 11:15 Sydney, Paris    

London, Aten 
Belgrad, Rom  
Peking, 177 12:50 11:15 Sydney, Paris    

London, Aten 
Belgrad, Rom  
Peking, 177 12:00 

12:24 Sydney, Paris    
London, Aten 

Belgrad, Rom  
Peking, Moskva 13:15 12:24 Sydney, Paris    

London, Aten 
Belgrad, Rom  

Peking, Moskva 13:25 11:45 Sydney, Paris    
London, Aten 

Belgrad, Rom  
Peking, Moskva 12:45 

12:55 Sydney, Paris    
London, Aten 

Belgrad, Rom  
Peking, 177 13:45 12:55 Sydney, Paris    

London, Aten 
Belgrad, Rom  
Peking, 177 13:55 12:40 Sydney, Paris    

London, Aten 
Belgrad, Rom  
Peking, 177 13:40 

13:25 Sydney, Paris    
London, Aten 

Belgrad, Rom  
Peking, Moskva 14:15 13:25 Sydney, Paris    

London, Aten 
Belgrad, Rom  

Peking, Moskva 14:30 13:15 Sydney, Paris    
London, Aten 

Belgrad, Rom  
Peking, Moskva 14:05 

13:55 Sydney, Paris    
London, Aten 

Belgrad, Rom  
Peking, 177 14:45 14:00 Sydney, Paris    

London, Aten 
Belgrad, Rom  
Peking, 177 15:00 13:50 Sydney, Paris    

London, Aten 
Belgrad, Rom  
Peking, 177 14:40 

14:35 Sydney,Paris                        
London 

Belgrad, Rom  
Peking, 177 16:30 14:40 Sydney,Paris                        

London 
Belgrad, Rom 
Peking, 177 15:30 14:30 Sydney, Paris    

London, Aten 
Belgrad, Rom  

Peking, Moskva 15:10 

16:00 Sydney,Paris                        
London 

Belgrad,Rom           
Peking 18:20 15:25 Sydney,Paris                        

London 
Belgrad,Rom           

Peking 16:10 15:00 Sydney,Paris                        
London 

Belgrad,Rom           
Peking 15:45 

17:05 Belgrad, London, Peking, Rom, 
Sydney, Paris, 177 19:40 16:05 Belgrad, London, Peking, Rom, 

Sydney, Paris, 177 17:10 15:35 Belgrad, London, Peking, Rom, 
Sydney, Paris, 177 17:00 

18:24 Belgrad, London, Peking, Rom, 
Sydney, Paris, 177 20:30 16:55 Belgrad, London, Peking, Rom, 

Sydney, Paris, 177 18:40 16:10 Belgrad, London, Peking, Rom, 
Sydney, Paris, Aten, 177 18:00 

19:20 Belgrad, London, Peking, Rom, 
Sydney, Paris, 177 21:30 17:45 Belgrad, London, Peking, Rom, 

Sydney, Paris, 177 19:40 17:20 Belgrad, London, Peking, Rom, 
Sydney Paris, Aten, Moskva 07:10 

20:30 Belgrad, London, Peking, Rom, 
Sydney, Paris, Aten, 177 23:00 19:00 Belgrad, London, Peking, Rom, 

Sydney, Paris, 177 20:50 18:10 177, Belgrad, London, Peking, Rom, 
Sydney, Paris 07:40 

21:20 Belgrad, London, Peking, Rom, 
Sydney Paris, Aten, Moskva 07:10 19:50 Belgrad, London, Peking, Rom, 

Sydney, Paris, 177 21:50 

    

22:40 177, Belgrad, London, Peking, Rom, 
Sydney, Paris 07:40 20:50 Belgrad, London, Peking, Rom, 

Sydney, Paris, Aten, 177 23:00 
    

  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

   21:50 Belgrad, London, Peking, Rom, 
Sydney Paris, Aten, Moskva 07:10 
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Appendix 10 
Business Case – Truck speed 

 

Routes Distance [m] Time [s] Speed [m/s] 

1 75 34 2,2 
2 160 75 2,1 
3 85 36 2,4 
4 225 97 2,3 
5 105 42 2,5 
6 150 65 2,3 

Average   2,30 

 

Customer 

Distance 

[m] 

Time 

[s] 

Speed 

[m/s] 

Paris 150 136 1,1 
Rom 140 120 1,2 
Sydney 560 474 1,2 
Average   1,15 
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Appendix 11 
Business Case – Traveling 
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Appendix 12 
Efficiency model – Box per minute (Future state) 

PICKING                
Variable               
Picking boxes     00:00:28         
Total variable     00:28,0         
DELIVERY           Average boxes / cycle 48 
Fixed               
Drop empty rack     00:00:20         
Pick loaded Rack     00:00:16         
Plan route     00:00:13         
Driving + travel     00:17:16         
Total fixed     00:18:05         
Variable             
Order boxes     00:00:07         
Delivery of boxes     00:00:07         
Collect empty box     00:00:04         
Delivery of empty boxes     00:00:04         
Total variable     00:22,0         
TOTAL             
Fixed + variable     00:18:55         
Fixed time/box   48 00:00:23         
Variable time/box     00:00:50         
Total time/box     00:01:13         
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Appendix 13 
Efficiency model – Box per minute (Today applied on the future state) 

PICKING AND 
DELIVERING               
Fixed               
Transportation from LC      00:01:12      171 m and 2,22 m/s   
Total fixed     00:01:12         
Variable               
Picking boxes     00:00:28         
Total variable     00:28,0         
DELIVERY           Average boxes / rack 12 
Fixed               
Drop empty rack     00:00:20         
Pick loaded Rack     00:00:16         
Plan route     00:00:13         
Driving + travel     00:06:12         
Total fixed     00:07:01         
Variable             
Order boxes     00:00:07         
Delivery of boxes     00:00:07         
Collect empty box     00:00:04         
Delivery of empty boxes     00:00:04         
Total variable     00:22,0         
TOTAL             
Fixed + variable     00:09:03         
Fixed time/box   12 00:00:41         
Variable time/box     00:00:50         
Total time/box     00:01:31         

 

 


